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Startup Guide

Luxembourg is well known as a business hub, with banking and finance accounting 

for the majority of its economic output. But as we demonstrated in the first volume 

of Startup Guide Luxembourg, it’s also home to a rich entrepreneurial scene, which  

is supported by dedicated government initiatives and corporate collaborations. 

We’re thrilled to return to Luxembourg for volume two, which further highlights  

the innovative startups, founders and wider ecosystem making this a great place  

to launch a business. With a multicultural population, well-established international 

links and an open attitude to newcomers, Luxembourg has much to offer both local 

and foreign founders.

Across various sectors, people are rethinking established ways of doing  

business and using technology to make a difference. As you might expect, you’ll  

find innovation in fintech here, but there are also unique ventures in health, food  

and space among other industries. Supporting it all is a wide range of dedicated 

programs – the Chamber of Commerce’s House of Startups offers various incubators 

and Luxinnovation’s Fit 4 Start acceleration program helps tech startups to scale.  

These are just two examples of the many agencies providing advice and insights  

to the startup ecosystem here.

Whether you’re an aspiring entrepreneur, a founder looking for new opportunities or  

a potential investor, Luxembourg has ample opportunity and no shortage of support.

Sissel Hansen
/ Startup Guide
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Xavier Bettel, Prime Minister of Luxembourg

Entrepreneurship goes far beyond the role of leading a business. It is a vocation that 

entails traits as diverse as the services and products it creates: from creativity to rigor, 

from courage to passion. I have always valued these characteristics highly and with 

deep respect. Without free enterprise, there would simply be no modern life as we 

know it: no economy, no jobs, no products and no services. 

During the last decade, my country has strengthened its investments to offer the 

best possible environment for young and creative startups to develop. Through the 

opening of new and affordable office spaces and the expansion of administrative and 

legal support, the startup community has grown at impressive speed. Luxembourg 

now hosts its own House of Startups, has a specialized House of Entrepreneurship 

and a House of Financial Technology, and welcomes multiple public and private 

incubators and accelerators. The public–private agencies Luxinnovation and nyuko 

have also supported startups for many years now, and they constantly adapt their 

programs to the requirements of modern companies in a changing environment.

The guide you hold in your hands is a valuable tool to get to know these different 

actors and to find the support that your company needs.  

As a government, we will continue to support startups and young companies. 

We have recently ordered one of the fastest supercomputers in the world, and  

it will be available for diverse uses, including complex simulations, big data and 

industrial projects, principally for the startup community.

Startups create a real benefit to our country. Through their strong focus on 

innovation, they play a part in disrupting old-fashioned behavior. Innovation will  

be more important than ever in the coming months and years, and I am convinced 

that the startup community has a special role to play. 

I wish all entrepreneurs the best of success in their future endeavors.

Xavier Bettel
/ Prime Minister  
of Luxembourg
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Franz Fayot, Minister of the Economy

Startups are an essential driving force for the development of the Luxembourg 

economy. They create jobs and stimulate innovation. In advanced economies  

such as Luxembourg’s, innovation plays a key role in maintaining competitiveness. 

This is why, since 2010, Luxembourg has actively supported the development of  

an ecosystem favorable to the emergence of innovative startups. Today we can  

pride ourselves on a strong and diversified startup ecosystem as well as a full range  

of support programs for startups in different development stages.

Hit by the COVID-19 crisis, Luxembourg startups have shown a fantastic capacity to 

adapt quickly and have developed solutions to meet Luxembourg’s health, economic 

and societal needs. Thanks to an innovative spirit, they have managed to redirect  

their activities and bounce back. More than ever, Luxembourg needs innovative ideas 

to reinvent itself and transform its economy to make it more resilient, competitive  

and sustainable. 

The country has many assets to attract startups: with its central location in  

Europe and its multicultural population, Luxembourg can be an ideal test market  

to develop concepts and explore new products or services. The country’s well-

known commercial and political neutrality facilitates first-class international business 

relationships and eases access to global partners for growth. Startups interested 

in joining the Luxembourg ecosystem can apply for the renowned Fit 4 Start 

acceleration program, a powerful facilitator providing entrepreneurs with attractive 

pre-seed funding. In addition to numerous hosting facilities, Luxembourg also offers 

a wide range of support services for young entrepreneurs, while the ambition of  

the country is to implement a data-driven and sustainable economy.

By reading Startup Guide Luxembourg, I hope that you will feel empowered and 

inspired to start your own business in Luxembourg. I wish every success to the guide 

and I would like to congratulate the creators for its usefulness for entrepreneurs who 

want to navigate and connect with the Luxembourg startup scene.

Franz Fayot
/ Minister of the Economy
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Local Community Partner

Following the success of the first volume of Startup Guide Luxembourg,  

the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce is delighted to see volume two now 

published. Entrepreneurs contribute to the well-being of society overall and 

are the driving force of the economy. It only follows that startups, as the fruit of 

entrepreneurial genius, are an integral part of that motor and must be supported  

in that role; this guide does just that.

Within the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce Group, we are dedicated to 

supporting entrepreneurial endeavors as they develop into thriving businesses.  

Our structures, such as the House of Entrepreneurship, the national one-stop  

shop for entrepreneurs, and the House of Startups, a hub for the startup ecosystem 

that hosts the Luxembourg-City Incubator, launched by the Luxembourg Chamber 

of Commerce and sponsored by the City of Luxembourg, are a testament to our 

commitment. We have crafted extensive tailored services to provide assistance with 

digital transition, expert advice on expansion into international markets and access 

to research subsidies, as well as professional continuing-education programs through 

our House of Training. These complementary structures are a portal into the Grand 

Duchy’s dynamic startup ecosystem.

Luxembourg’s open, stable economy, business-friendly environment, highly skilled, 

multilingual workforce, policies to attract global talent and location in the heart of 

Europe also mean that entrepreneurs here have solid ground on which to grow their 

startups locally, while the world remains easily accessible. This means that the startup 

ecosystem has successfully navigated the storms of recent years, thanks also to the 

forethought that has seen us cultivating our resources in innovative ways.

The Government of Luxembourg consistently offers diverse aid to support startups, 

thereby contributing to a resilient and vibrant socioeconomic ecosystem that fosters 

collaboration between different stakeholders, including the public and private sectors.

With this guide, you will be able to see just how Luxembourg’s structures and policies 

can help you to achieve your startup goals, and we look forward to supporting you  

in achieving them.

Carlo Thelen

CEO

Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce

Local Community Partner
/ Luxembourg Chamber 
of Commerce
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overview

Sources:  IMD World Talent Ranking 2020 (imd.org), “Digital Readiness Index 2019” (cisco.com), 

luxembourg.public.lu, International Monetary Fund, “Food4All Graduates from Milestone Makers 

Programme, Partners with Delhaize” (chronicle.lu), “Fintech Satispay Announces €93M Series 

C Round” (siliconluxembourg.lu), “Fintech HQLAx Raises €14.4M in Funding From Investors” 

(delano.lu). “Kleos Space Raises €11.7m to Progress Next Satellite Clusters” (chronicle.lu),  

“Kleos Space Opens US Engineering Office in Denver, Colorado” (chronicle.lu)

Local Ecosystem

[Facts & Figures]

[Notable Startups] Fast-growing F4A graduated from the prestigious Milestone Makers  

program in San Francisco.

Fintech startup Satispay raised €93 million in a 2020 Series C round. 

Talkwalker is continuously expanding out of its Luxembourg headquarters  

and now has offices in New York, San Francisco, Frankfurt, Singapore, Paris  

and Tokyo, and over four hundred employees.

Fintech company HQLAx has raised €14.4 million in funding. 

Kleos Space has raised €11.7 million and expanded to the US.

Luxembourg has one of the highest standards of living in the world.

By several measures, Luxembourg has the highest GDP per capita in the world. 

The country has a strong legal, regulatory and tax regime.

There’s a large presence of European institutions here, including the European 

Investment Bank.

Luxembourg ranks third in the world for talent competitiveness and ranks 

second in attracting and retaining talent.

Public funding for R&D has increased tenfold since 2000.

Luxembourg is recognized as one of the most innovative countries in the EU.

In 2019, Cisco’s Digital Readiness Index ranked Luxembourg as the world’s 

most attractive environment for startups, best positioned for its agility  

and ability to foster innovation.

Luxembourg’s economy is the most open in Europe, and one of the most  

open in the world.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-
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Luxembourg

Luxembourg[City]

[Statistics] GDP: €64 billion (2019)

GDP per capita: €102,200 (2019)

Area: 2,586.4 km2 

Population: 626,108 (2020)

Population density: 242 per km2 (2020)
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Openness defines Luxembourg. Nearly half of its population are 
not Luxembourg nationals, as the government and business work 
together to encourage immigration, and the country’s small size 
means it has no choice but to have an open economy and society. 
It takes just half an hour to drive across the country, which is well 
positioned in the center of Europe. Looking beyond the country’s 
border is ingrained in the nation’s outlook.

Historic and charming, Luxembourg City is home to nearly 123,000 of the national 

population of 626,100. Supported by an educated, multilingual and diverse 

population, Luxembourg offers excellent quality of life. Alongside the official 

languages of Luxembourgish, French and German, English is widely spoken, and 

nearly half of the workforce commutes from neighboring countries. Historically, this 

location has been a meeting point of German and French cultures. and more recently, 

the country has established strong ties with the English- and Portuguese-speaking 

world, as well as China and India. 

Luxembourg understands that growth and innovation result from being open to new 

ideas and people. The government and the private sector work together to support 

entrepreneurs, and there is also a well-funded research, development and innovation 

ecosystem. The business environment is varied, including several innovation niches, 

particularly fintech, the space sector, cleantech, regtech and IT security, and the 

manufacturing sector here is also focused on innovation rather than mass production. 

The Grand Duchy’s financial services sector contributes to this dynamic as it acts  

as a hub for a variety of cross-border activities. 

Intro to the Country

Before You Come 22

Visas and Work Permits 22

Cultural Differences 25

Cost of Living 25

Accommodation 27

Insurance 27

Starting a Company 29 

Opening a Bank Account 29

Taxes 31

Phone and Internet 31

Getting Around 31

Learning the Language 33 

Meeting People 33

essentials
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Before You Come

Finding somewhere temporary to stay while you get set up is easy – there’s a good 

supply of hotels and holiday rentals at every price level. Medical coverage by the 

country’s well-resourced public health system can be accessed at no extra cost 

through the European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) for citizens of the EU, the  

EEA, Switzerland and the UK. Citizens of other countries may need private health 

insurance. Most retail transactions can be made by card, and ATMs are widely 

available. If you have a European bank account, you will be able to use your 

debit card.

Companies and public authorities are used to new residents so you shouldn’t run into 

difficulty getting established here. EU citizens and those from the European Economic 

Area and Switzerland will have little problem with the residency paperwork. People 

from farther away seeking to work longer than three months have to apply for an 

autorisation de séjour temporaire (temporary residence permit) before they arrive. 

Once in the country, you can apply for long-term residence and a work permit at 

guichet.public.lu/en/citoyens

Visas and Work Permits

EU citizens and citizens of EEA countries and Switzerland only need a passport or ID 

card to start work or study. If you are planning to stay longer than three months, you 

need to declare your arrival within eight days with the commune (local authority) and 

request a certificate of residence. In a separate procedure, you must also then register 

at the commune before ninety days have elapsed. If you are a citizen of elsewhere  

and want to be hired in Luxembourg for more than three months, your prospective 

employer must advertise the post for three weeks with the state employment agency. 

If no suitable candidate is found, you can then apply for a temporary authorization  

to stay and a visa if required. After entering the country, you must declare your  

arrival and apply for residence. If you are a non-EU/EEA/Swiss citizen and want to  

be self-employed, you also have to apply for authorization to stay and a visa. There  

are extra requirements regarding applying for a residence permit: you will need  

proof of relevant qualifications and of your ability to meet local legal professional 

requirements, as well as proof that you have sufficient resources to carry out the 

activity and evidence that the activity would be of economic, social or cultural interest 

to Luxembourg. See the Immigration section at guichet.public.lu for details in English. 

See Important Government Offices page 200
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Cultural Differences

Luxembourg is one of the wealthiest countries in the world, and the overriding 

atmosphere, particularly in the capital, is of well-ordered contentment. The cultural 

scene and nightlife are more vibrant than one might expect for such a small  

place, but it can feel quiet compared to major European cities. However, excellent 

transportation links mean that those seeking more energy can be pretty much 

anywhere in Europe in two or three hours. Luxembourgers are traditionally reserved 

but locals generally have an open, helpful and welcoming attitude to new arrivals. 

Multiculturalism is seen as beneficial for the economy and society. Luxembourg  

is traditionally close to German culture with strong Belgian and French influences. 

The passing of the seasons and key dates are marked with events and festivities. 

Highlights include an exuberant street party held on June 22, the eve of National  

Day, and wine festivals on the Moselle River. There are also Christmas markets,  

spring fairs and many open-air events such as concerts, parties, processions  

and outdoor cinemas.

Cost of Living

A one-bedroom apartment in Luxembourg City often exceeds €1,500 per month,  

with rooms going for around half that figure. To save on living expenses, you can  

use the high-quality free public transport (including night trains and buses)  

and rent a place outside the capital, where you will pay around one-third less.  

Grocery and clothing costs are in line with European norms as they are part of EU 

distribution networks. Restaurants and bars generally tend to be more expensive  

than in neighboring countries. A basic pizza will cost around €12, with a glass of wine  

or a 33 cL beer around €3. Visits to healthcare providers are reimbursed at a rate  

of 80 percent of the tariff of the health insurance, but you might have to contribute  

to the cost of some prescriptions and treatments deemed personal conveniences  

are not covered. 

essentials
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Accommodation

Finding a place to live is difficult because Luxembourg attracts many newcomers 

each year, so competition can be fierce. Check out athome.lu, wortimmo.lu and 

immotop.lu, but joining Facebook groups and asking around can be just as effective. 

Tenants often have to give two or three months’ rent as a deposit and may need to 

pay agency fees. Landlords can retain some or all of the deposit to pay for damage, 

and some can be overzealous, so you should conduct an inventory of the state of the 

property with the owner before you move in. Rental contracts are generally one, two 

or three years, and tenants must give three months’ notice at the end of the period  

to break the contract or it renews automatically. Contracts can usually only be 

canceled prematurely with mutual consent. You need to register your address with 

the commune, which you can do in person or at myguichet.lu. 

Insurance

As an employee, you’re automatically enrolled with the national health fund,  

Caisse Nationale de Santé (CNS), when you start working. It also covers your spouse 

or official partner and any dependent children (including those studying away from 

home), for whom the insured person receives a tax reduction. Enrollment costs 

employees about 3 percent of their pretax salary, while self-employed people and 

freelancers must pay a further 3 percent. Coverage for you and your dependents  

is extremely generous, as copayments by patients are limited and cannot exceed  

2.5 percent of taxable income per year. To be fully covered for medical costs, you can 

acquire complementary private health insurance. Patients pay when visiting general 

practitioners, dentists and specialists, then claim back costs from the CNS. 

Subscription to the health fund gives non-EU citizens access to the EHIC system, 

which gives you coverage across the EU. Resident employees of all nationalities  

are entitled to full social-welfare benefits, including unemployment benefits.

See Insurance Companies page 200

essentials
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Starting a Company

Starting a new business is not a particularly onerous process in Luxembourg.  

There are a range of company structures to choose from, including a limited-liability 

company, which can be founded with just €1 of capital. All businesses established  

in Luxembourg must acquire the necessary governmental permits. Commercial, 

skilled crafts and industrial activities as well as certain liberal professions and 

individual retailers or freelancers, are subject to a business permit. The required 

professional qualifications depend on the nature of the business, which can range 

from being freely accessible to requiring specific professional qualifications and 

university degrees. 

Multilingual advisors at the Chamber of Commerce’s House of Entrepreneurship 

(houseofentrepreneurship.lu), can walk you through the process free of charge.  

They can also introduce you to the country’s business incubators and coworking 

spaces, connect you to a huge range of partners in the entrepreneurial ecosystem 

and advise on whether your project might also qualify for state support via 

Luxinnovation. This agency provides advice and training to all kinds of businesses, 

and can sometimes provide financial support too.

Opening a Bank Account 

Once you are officially a resident, you’ll find it easy to open a bank account. There  

are five major retail banks in Luxembourg: Spuerkeess (the state savings bank), BIL,  

BGL BNP Paribas, ING and Raiffeisen (a cooperative bank). You can sign up online  

or in person, and all banks will happily serve you in English. Debit and credit cards  

are widely accepted in every type of shop, restaurant, cafe and bar. Nearly all have 

contactless functionality for smaller purchases. Increasing numbers of outlets allow 

you to use Google Pay, Apple Pay and the local system, Digicash. There are ATMs 

dotted liberally around the country, and withdrawals are free from your own bank. 

Withdrawing money from a different bank’s ATM will incur a fee, which varies from 

bank to bank. Banks can also help you to set up a local pension scheme.

See Programs page 56

essentials

See Banks page 199
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Taxes
Income-tax levels for individuals and businesses are broadly comparable with those 

across Europe. Personal income tax is charged on a progressive scale with twenty-

three brackets up to 42 percent.  Workers must also pay between 7 and 9 percent  

to the employment fund. The tax authorities may work with businesses to ensure 

predictability on corporate taxation and there are many tax consultants who can  

offer advice. For personal income tax, self-assessment income-tax forms have to be 

completed by 31 March each year in either French or German. Accountants and banks 

can offer advice about tax credits, including on housing loans, pension schemes, 

consumer credit, third-party insurance payments, charitable donations and more. 

Many accountants have dedicated services in various languages for expats, offering 

advice and help with completing paperwork.

Phone and Internet

Fiber-optic broadband with download speeds up to 1 Gbps is available throughout 

most of the country for a monthly contract costing around €70 per month. Services 

offering 20 Mbps will generally cost around €40 per month. Cell-phone services 

generally require at least a twelve-month commitment, or twenty-four months  

if bundled with a mobile device. Contracts without a device start at €25 per month  

for 10 GB of data and a large number of calls, going up to about €70 for unlimited use. 

Prepaid mobile options are also available. State-owned POST is the most commonly 

used cell-phone and internet-service provider, with private-sector rivals including 

Orange and Tango. All these players offer lower costs for bundled services.

Getting Around

Public transport is extensive, modern, generally punctual and completely free  

of charge (except for first class). The capital is particularly well served, with  

a new tram network and comprehensive bus and train networks that extend into  

the suburbs, surrounding towns and neighboring countries. Night buses and trains  

on the weekend enable those living outside of the center to fully enjoy the capital’s 

nightlife. Use the Mobilitéit app to plan journeys. On many routes, the app gives 

real-time information about the progress of your bus or train. Taxis in Luxembourg are 

some of the most expensive in the world, but even so can be in short supply at peak 

periods. To date, no ride-sharing services like Uber or Lyft are active in Luxembourg. 

essentials

See Financial Services page 199
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Learning the Language

A basic command of English is sufficient for living a fulfilling life in Luxembourg.  

It is widely spoken in professional settings and public offices. Shops and restaurants 

tend to be staffed by French and Belgian cross-border commuters, so French  

is useful, but most service workers have some level of English. Movies are generally 

shown in the original language with French and German subtitles. French, German  

and Luxembourgish are the three official languages, and all are useful if you are 

looking to integrate fully but are not essential for day-to-day life. The state funds 

good-quality language courses to suit all levels at the Institut National des Langues 

(inll.lu). More flexible but more expensive courses are available from prolingua.lu  

and berlitz.lu. The only problem with Luxembourg’s unique multilingual environment 

is that you will often be able to get by with just English, making it harder to cement 

new language skills. 

Meeting People
Meeting people in Luxembourg is probably as easy as it gets. Almost half of the 

population are immigrants and there is an above-average openness to new people. 

There are numerous clubs catering to many interests in a variety of languages  

(hiking, choral singing, winter sports and more) as well as purely social clubs.  

Step into a bar in the capital and you’ll find it easy to start chatting with people, 

especially if you are watching sports on TV. There are three web publications  

in English dedicated to informing the international community about news, culture  

and social events: RTL (rtl.lu), Delano (delano.lu) and the Luxembourg Times 

(luxtimes.lu), with the latter two also having print publications.

There’s also a good choice of music venues that host world-class pop and  

classical artists, as well as occasional English-language theater performances.  

The Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce publishes a brochure titled Living 

 and Working in Luxembourg that can help you find your feet.

See Language Schools page 200

essentials
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ANote Music is a startup with a romantic beginning. Founders and childhood  

friends Matteo Cernuschi and Marzio Schena were enjoying a drink and watching  

the Sanremo Music Festival when Marzio mused upon why he could not invest  

in music from established artists. With this, ANote Music was born. Modeled on  

the stock exchange, ANote Music is a platform that makes it possible for investors  

to trade in music royalties. It offers an innovative way to support artists, creators, 

labels and publishers, allowing them to receive a cash advance in exchange for  

a share of future royalties. 

After a successful seed-funding round in summer 2019, ANote Music went from  

a beta prototype to market within one year, and has the seal of approval from 

record-industry organizations across Europe. Although the company was initially 

inspired by the Italian music market, Matteo and Marzio were living in Luxembourg, 

where they met the third cofounder, Grégoire Mathonet. The company has grown  

to a core team of nine, and has benefited from government support, incubator 

assistance, business-development initiatives and a collaborative business culture. 

“Luxembourg’s slogan, ‘Let’s Make it Happen,’ is a real motto for us,” says Matteo. 

“There’s a very pragmatic approach here.”

ANote Music
“We’re the first European marketplace for investing  
in music royalties.”

Web: anotemusic.com LinkedIn: company/anote-music Facebook: anotemusic  

Instagram: anotemusic Twitter: @anotemusic

In January 2020, ANote Music closed a €500,000+ funding round with help from the 

European music industry. It split this round into two stages: a first phase started in 

July 2019 that raised €180,000 followed by a second phase that raised an additional 

€325,000. ANote Music has also benefited from an R&D-support scheme cofinanced 

by the Luxembourg Ministry of the Economy.

-

-

-

-

Receiving external validation from startup incubator Technoport  

and the Fit 4 Start accelerator program.

Completing an initial funding round in January 2020.

Closing the auction of five music catalogs, generating over €380,000  

of commitment from investors on the platform.

Distributing over €29,000 in royalty payouts to investors within the first  

six months.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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While studying the impact of rain on satellite communication systems as part of his 

PhD at the University of Luxembourg, Ahmad Gharanjik realized there was a high 

correlation between weather conditions and the quality of satellite signals. He began 

to wonder whether it was possible to develop an algorithm to extract more precise 

details about the cause of these fluctuations, which in the satellite industry are known 

as rain fade. “In time, I developed a machine-learning algorithm that takes data from 

satellite signals and returns precise, minute-by-minute data about rainfall,” Ahmad 

says. This innovation increases potential rainfall-data collection points in Europe from 

under 3,000 to over 200,000, all using existing infrastructure. 

Databourg Systems is currently working on commercializing its unique patent-

pending proprietary products, which include a rainfall-measurement system and  

a flash-flood warning system. “We want to find a way to provide public weather 

services and emergency-response teams with severe localized-rain-event 

notifications on a nonprofit basis, and we want to provide specific businesses  

with data optimized for their use cases,” Ahmad explains. Those use cases include 

logistics, agriculture, construction, insurance and more. 

Databourg Systems
“We have developed innovative ways to detect and measure rain 
intensity across the globe using satellite data. Our mission is to 
provide the best rainfall intelligence globally to business and 
institutional users and to be recognized as the rain company.”

Web: databourg.systems LinkedIn: company/databourg-systems

Databourg Systems was initially supported through the FNR JUMP program and then 

by the European Space Agency’s Kickstart and LuxImpulse R&D programs to further 

develop its technologies. In 2021, Databourg Systems plans to fundraise to take its 

products to market.

-

-

-

-

Being selected for the European Space Agency’s Kickstart program.

Filing a patent for our technology.

Contracting with a satellite operator to access satellite data.

Adding more than ten thousand software rain sensors in Europe.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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The concept for EmailTree emerged from a group of software companies based  

in France. With his colleagues facing a constant deluge of customer-service emails, 

Casius Morea developed an automation solution for his company’s email flow. 

Today, EmailTree offers fully automated, end-to-end email solutions for enterprises 

and private companies in eight languages. It understands the intent of an email, 

contextualizes it using CRM databases and then gives the user the option of an 

automated response or forwarding it to a human agent. While such a tool could raise 

fears about automation making customer agents redundant, EmailTree has so far 

enabled its clients, which include Orange, to remove repetitive manual tasks from 

workflows and focus on upskilling and reskilling. 

For Casius, Luxembourg is an attractive base for the company due to its friendly 

business environment and strong data-protection laws, which the founder and CEO 

says have allowed EmailTree to develop in serenity. “Luxembourg has spent some 

years building confidence and trust around the way data is protected,” Casius says.  

“I know exactly where our data is, I know who is taking care of my servers, and being 

able to give customers that confidence is very important.” The company works closely 

with clients across the continent and plans to open a second office in Paris in 

November 2021.

EmailTree
“We provide multilingual end-to-end customer-service automation 
for enterprises.”

Web: emailtree.ai LinkedIn: company/emailtree

EmailTree raised around €30,000 as part of its initial incorporation, and the bulk 

of its funding since has come from angel investors. By February 2020, it had raised 

€250,000. In June 2020, the company raised €565,000 from angel investors and  

a VC fund, followed by a pre-Series A round of €1.4 million in March 2021.

-

-

-

-

Developing our product in 2017 with two staff members.

Taking on Orange as our first major client.

Receiving our first angel investment in November 2019.

Gaining VC backing in summer 2020.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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Launched in 2017, Finologee is a digital platform operator of robust, ready-made,

and compliant systems and APIs for open finance, digital onboarding and KYC 

lifecycle management, as well as telecom routing and micropayments. The company 

serves more than a hundred banks, insurance companies and institutional customers 

and handles more than twenty five million transactions, messages and end-customer 

interactions per year on their behalf. Thirty-six staff members support KYC lifecycle 

management, e-signatures, account aggregation, payment initiation, corporate 

payments and secure open finance APIs for clients in nineteen countries. 

A regulated company with an IT provider and financial data communications license 

from the Luxembourg Minister of Finance, Finologee was founded by a group of four 

seasoned digital entrepreneurs. They started out in 1999 by building Nvision, a digital 

agency, from scratch. They then launched Mpulse, a telecom messaging, routing  

and micropayments specialist company in 2006. Their next endeavor was to build 

Luxembourg’s retail banks’ mobile payments product and infrastructure with Digicash 

in 2012. Finologee was launched to provide tools and platforms to digitize financial 

industry customer experiences and processes.

Finologee
“Finologee is one of Luxembourg’s leading digital finance  
platform operators. We facilitate the financial industry’s quest  
for optimization and innovation with APIs for bank compliance, 
mobile payments, telecom routing and KYC/AML.”

Web: finologee.com LinkedIn: company/finologee Twitter: @finologee

Finologee is fully self-funded.

-

-

-

-

Launching Digicash in 2012, which formed the basis for Finologee.

Thirty European banks going live with our PSD2 for Banks product  

by March 2019.

Receiving ISO 27001 certification.

Being included in the RegTech100 list in 2021.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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When F4A CEO Ilana Devillers was studying for her master’s in law in Strasbourg in 

2016, a friend invited her over for dinner. Rather than the usual cheap student fare,  

the meal was unusually varied, fresh and tasty. Ilana was surprised to discover that her 

friend had dumpster dived for most of the ingredients and after getting over her initial 

shock of eating food that had been thrown away, she realized that supermarkets were 

wasting tons of perfectly good food each day simply because it had reached its 

best-before date. This was the start of her journey to launch F4A, a software company 

focused on reducing food waste and offering cheaper sources of quality food by 

matching consumers to food in supermarkets that is close to reaching its expiry date.

In October 2018, F4A launched with an app that allows consumers to monitor 

supermarket stock levels in real time. Users can then buy surplus food from the 

supermarkets at cheaper prices. The company now also offers an app directly to 

supermarkets, which allows them to better assess supply and demand and avoid 

buying excess stock. “For our clients, we have actually managed to sell eighty  

percent of surplus stock, and usually, without using our apps, they sell only around 

fifteen percent, so it’s a very effective process,” Ilana says.

F4A
“We help supermarkets and grocery stores reduce their food waste 
by providing an app for consumers to source surplus stock that is 
close to its expiry date and a corresponding app to manage the 
stock purchased and made available in store.”

Web: f4a.com LinkedIn: company/f4a-food4all Facebook: Partneringreen 

Instagram: f4a_food4all Twitter: @F4AFood4All

F4A was initially bootstrapped with support from friends and family. In 2020,  

it successfully fundraised its first seed round.

-

-

-

-

Launching in October 2018.

Being included in the Foodtech 500 list in both 2019 and 2020.

Conducting our first round of fundraising in 2020.

Rolling out the apps to other European countries in Q1 2021.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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Organizations are increasingly moving toward digital workplaces, but security, privacy 

and compliance requirements can make complete digital transformation impractical 

and sometimes impossible. Founded in 2015, with early investment from famed 

National Security Agency hacker Ron Gula, HighSide addresses these challenges  

with a software suite powered by SecureOS, a distributed cryptographic encryption-

management system. HighSide’s business applications help organizations address 

data security, privacy and access-control concerns, which is especially useful as 

people work more from home. 

HighSide’s ironclad security traces back to founder and CSO Aaron Turner’s 

experience in distributed cryptography and tackling nation-state adversaries for 

organizations including Microsoft and the US Drug Enforcement Administration.  

Prior to taking the lead, Aaron had built a location-based cybersecurity company 

called Hotshot on top of HighSide’s protocol – written by original founders Jonathan 

Warren, Brendan Diaz and Andy Johnson – and had pitched it in Luxembourg. In late 

2019, Hotshot and HighSide merged, leading to the current platform. “We wanted  

to create a communication system that was resilient to even the most sophisticated 

surveillance teams,” says Aaron. Every interaction on HighSide is protected by the 

sender’s private key, the receiver’s private key and its own ephemeral, asymmetric 

256-bit key. That’s 512 bits of entropy on either side of the conversation, and 256  

bits per message. “They call it post-quantum crypto,” Aaron says.

HighSide
“Our product suite enables modern businesses to address challenges 
in productivity, data sharing and engagement typically held back by 
data security, compliance and data-access requirements.”

Web: highside.io LinkedIn: company/highside Facebook: highsideio Twitter: @highsideio

Before merging, Hotshot raised $2 million on a simple agreement for future equity. 

HighSide raised the same amount in a priced seed round and won the Startup World 

Cup, giving it access to investors for a Series A round in 2021.

-

-

-

-

Putting elliptic-curve cryptography in an interface anyone can use. 

Turning our platform into a multifactor-authentication platform to give 

access to sites and servers. 

Adding voice and video conversations to the platform in early 2020.

Releasing a crypto plug-in for Microsoft Teams. 

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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In 2017, the Luxembourg Banking Association recognized that it should take less 

effort for banks to attain compliance with the Revised Payment Services Directive 

(PSD2), and that a simpler process would help to level the competitive playing field. 

To that end, in 2018, four leading Luxembourgish banks – BCEE, BGL BNP Paribas, 

Banque Raiffeisen and POST Luxembourg – founded LUXHUB to provide technical 

support and consultation to any bank seeking PSD2 compliance.

LUXHUB’s goal is to create improved services for banks, including enhanced 

compliance, documentation, security, operations and more. The company also acts as 

an enabler of open banking, empowering banks, financial institutions and fintechs to 

create value-added open banking services while providing an accelerated route into 

the financial API economy. “We are a common think tank, creating tools and leading 

banks and institutions to innovate,” says CEO Jacques Pütz. For Jacques, financial 

institutions are experiencing a paradigm shift toward collaborative open banking.  

“We are at the beginning of an open banking, embedded-finance world,” he says. 

“With open banking, we need to come out of the do-it-ourselves mindset. LUXHUB 

enables banks of all tiers to participate in the economy, especially where compliance 

is concerned, and collaborate with one another in this new digital banking world.”

LUXHUB
“Our goal is to build the future of open banking with financial 
institutions, fintech companies and other players innovating  
in the field. We’re the ideal partner for organizations seeking  
to enter the open-banking era.”

Web: luxhub.com LinkedIn: company/luxhub.lu Facebook: luxhub.lu 

Twitter: @luxhubone Instagram: luxhub2018

The four banks that founded LUXHUB in 2018 also provided the capital needed to 

launch the company. In May 2020, it undertook an additional fundraising round with 

the same banks to propel the company on to its next phase.

-

-

-

-

Getting four banks to agree to create the startup. 

Delivering the platform for the PSD2 directive in Europe by the regulatory 

deadline in March 2019. 

Securing a capital increase for upcoming growth.

Forging a strategic partnership in Switzerland to enable open banking  

for several financial institutions. 

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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Bonding and modifying different types of surfaces in manufacturing and other 

processes can be extremely challenging, and traditional solutions often involve highly 

toxic chemicals. Molecular Plasma Group (MPG) provides an environmentally friendly 

alternative to these chemicals by using its proprietary plasma technology to graft 

organic chemicals at a thickness of between ten and one hundred nanometers to  

the surfaces of a variety of materials. “The technology enables us to bond organic 

chemistry onto any surface,” says CEO Marc Jacobs. “The bonding, chemically 

speaking, is a covalent bond, so that chemistry is permanently there. We call  

this surface functionalization.”

The company offers its research and development services to the automotive, 

aerospace, electronics, healthcare, packaging, technical textile and other sectors. 

“Most of the time, we start with the unique problem a customer brings and we sell 

application development services,” Marc says. “Then we scale that up all the way  

to a robust industrial implementation, and we build, sell and service the machines  

for that implementation.” When the COVID-19 pandemic hit in 2020, MPG rapidly 

pivoted to developing a process to bond an organic virucidal coating that is 

innocuous to humans to personal protective equipment. The coating achieves  

99.9 percent deactivation of COVID-19 within minutes.

Molecular Plasma Group
“We provide an innovative solvent-free-process technology  
to prepare and functionalize surfaces without using toxic  
chemical-based processes. Our disruptive technology is used  
in a variety of sectors ranging from automotive and aeronautics  
to medical devices, medical diagnostics and bioprocessing.”

Web: molecularplasmagroup.com LinkedIn: company/molecular-plasma-group 

Twitter: @molecularplasm1

Initially funded by its cofounders, MPG received commercial financing from BIL  

in 2017. In 2019, it received a €150,000 grant from Fit 4 Start as well as an increase 

in capital investment from its shareholders. In 2020, the capital was increased, MPG 

extended its commercial loan with BIL and received €2.2 million in COVID RDI grants.

-

-

-

-

Founding in 2016, as a merger of two research-institute spin-offs.

Acquiring twelve patents as part of the merger and filing a further eight.

Graduating from the Fit 4 Start accelerator program in 2019.

Developing a virucidal coating for surgical masks in 2020.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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MyMedBot’s founder and CEO Jacob Arnould can trace the company’s origin to  

a phone call to his college friend Greg Janota, now MyMedBot’s COO. Jacob has  

type 1 diabetes, and one day, Jacob’s father called Greg to tell him that Jacob’s  

blood sugar was dangerously low. This high-stress situation prompted Jacob to  

think about how communication could be improved in similar scenarios. “At the time, 

existing technologies were not fit for purpose for communicating during medical 

emergencies,” Jacob says. He founded MyMedBot in 2018 and Greg joined  

a year later.

In March 2020, MyMedBot pivoted from developing general health-emergency apps 

to creating one that would help schools and businesses better communicate during 

the COVID-19 pandemic. The resulting tool, developed for ease of use and efficiency, 

helps organizations communicate their COVID-19 protocols based on data from their 

communities. This is especially useful in countries such as the US where there is no 

national plan or platform. “We empower organizations to have an understanding  

of the health status of their community,” says Jacob. MyMedBot has helped many 

schools and businesses screen for COVID-19, avoid potential spread of the virus and 

shut down efficiently as needed. In the future, the team hopes to bring its life-saving 

solution to more types of organizations, such as retirement homes.

MyMedBot
“Our purpose is to modernize medical-emergency protocols and 
help save lives. We bring technology to the fight against COVID-19 
and give organizations the tools to automate processes and protect 
public health.

Web: mymedbot.com  LinkedIn: company/mymedbot Facebook: MyMedBot Twitter: @MyMedBot 

MyMedBot received its first funding via a government grant and a pre-seed 

round. The company also received a grant for winning the Fit 4 Start accelerator 

competition. After MyMedBot pivoted to tackling COVID-19 in 2020, it raised funds 

from angel investors.

-

-

-

-

Winning the Fit 4 Start accelerator grant.

Signing our first customer and proving we had product–market fit.

Going from zero users in August 2020 to over 65,000 by October 2020. 

Reaching two million screenings globally.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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On the back of an expected increase in traffic between Earth and new space  

outposts, ODYSSEUS plans to contribute to smooth, cost-efficient and automated 

traffic management of supplies and information using its autonomous navigation  

and laser communication technologies. When it was founded in Taiwan in 2016, 

ODYSSEUS provided engineering support for small satellite launch missions, and  

the company used the profits for research and development of its own products.  

“We believed it was a good time to create a space company, as the NewSpace 

philosophy of better, faster and cheaper access to space was becoming more  

of a reality and we knew that we could bring our skills to it,” says cofounder and  

CEO Jordan Vannitsen. Marco Agnan and Julien Hennequin, both of whom also  

have experience in aerospace, joined Jordan to found ODYSSEUS and the company 

developed laser communication terminals to communicate quickly and securely 

between space and Earth. 

ODYSSEUS also worked on an autonomous solution for navigation to the Moon and 

beyond to increase the autonomy of a spacecraft on its way to a celestial object and 

reduce mission costs. In 2018, the company won the SpaceResources.lu challenge  

at the Space Exploration Masters, which is organized by the European Space Agency 

and the Luxembourg Space Agency. The award was a contract to develop its 

technologies in Luxembourg, and the company moved there the following year.

ODYSSEUS 
“Our long-term goal is to support NewSpace companies that intend 
to explore resources beyond the Earth, facilitating their exchange  
of goods and information within the solar system.”

Web: odysseus.space LinkedIn: company/odysseus-space Facebook: odysseus.space 

Twitter: @ODYSSEUS_SPACE

ODYSSEUS was originally fully funded by its cofounders and remains a mainly 

bootstrapped project. It received public grants and contracts in Taiwan in 2017  

and in Luxembourg in 2019 to support its spacetech development. The company  

has long-term plans to raise funds for the commercialization of its products.

-

-

-

-

Partnering with Taiwan’s National Cheng Kung University. 

Winning the 2018 SpaceResources.lu challenge at the ESA Space  

Exploration Masters competition. 

Moving to Luxembourg in 2019 and kicking off the CYCLOPS Laser 

Communication Terminal project the same year.

Kicking off the ASTRAEUS autonomous-navigation solution in 2020.

[The Story]

[Links]

[Funding History]

[Milestones]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Name]
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Fit 4 Start

58

programs

Have a company less than five years old. 
It is not necessary to be incorporated at the 
application stage to be eligible for the program.

Have two people dedicated full time to the startup 
and to Fit 4 Start. 
The company representatives should be present 
in Luxembourg for the duration of the program.

Be an innovative tech or data-driven startup active 
in one of Luxembourg’s strategic priority fields with 
potential to scale.
Priority fields include automotive and smart mobility, 
healthtech, logistics, supply chain, cleantech, ecotech 
and energy, space, fintech and manufacturing.

Have a working prototype. 
A minimum viable product is not necessary at the 
point of application.

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic

fit4start.lu 

“Fit 4 Start is the flagship acceleration program for innovative tech and data-driven 

startups and early scaleups managed by Luxinnovation. We focus on tech startups 

active in Luxembourg’s strategic priority fields and high-potential contributors  

to the digitalization of key sectors.”

Fit 4 Start

Managed by Luxinnovation, Luxembourg’s national innovation agency, Fit 4 Start  

is a startup accelerator program dedicated to high-potential ventures. Launched  

in 2015, it was founded in line with the Ministry of the Economy’s mission to transform 

Luxembourg’s economy through digitalization and data-driven technologies.  

Fit 4 Start covers three verticals – ICT, space and healthtech – and has received over 

1,800 applications to date. Seventy-eight startups have been through the program so 

far, and 88 percent of those with a two-year maturity are still active. “Our passion is to 

work hands-on with entrepreneurs,” says Stefan Berend, head of startup acceleration 

at Luxinnovation. “We help them to shape a strong value proposition, define their 

go-to-market strategy and develop an execution strategy to improve the chances  

of success.” 

Fit 4 Start wants to attract companies that will treat Luxembourg not necessarily  

as their main market, but as a test bed for scaling into bigger national markets, 

particularly in the EU. For this reason, it seeks to attract not only early-stage ventures 

from within Luxembourg but also more advanced companies from outside the EU.  

Fit 4 Start benefits from a broad network of industry experts and investors who coach 

the participants and facilitate new business opportunities. In addition, the Ministry  

of the Economy provides equity-free funding of up to €150,000. Successful graduates 

of the program include Passbolt, Molecular Plasma Group and ANote Music.

At the start of each edition of the program, Fit 4 Start hosts a pitching and  

graduation day that has become one of the flagship startup events in Luxembourg. 

Prospective participants pitch to an expert jury to compete for a place in the  

program, and graduates get an opportunity to present themselves on stage  

to potential partners. The event is usually held at a large cinema and welcomes  

an audience of more than five hundred founders, investors and entrepreneurs,  

but during the COVID-19 pandemic it switched to an online format.

Web: startupluxembourg.com/fit-4-start LinkedIn: company/startup-luxembourg

Facebook: StartupLux Twitter: @startuplu

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Fit 4 Start 
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programs

Have a creative mindset.
The expectation for entrepreneurs and startups is to 
bring a creative mindset and be able to act as positive 
influences for their fellow entrepreneurs. 

Be ready to share.
Every entrepreneur and startup should be ready and 
willing to share their experience and their knowledge. 
Giving back to the community is very important. 

Be open to learning.
Being a member of HoST means accepting 
mentorship and coaching. To be a valued part of the 
community, entrepreneurs and startups should be 
open to learning from experts and other members  
of the local and global community. 

Have the right values.
Being a part of HoST also means having the right 
set of values. You should be confident yet humble, 
empathetic, caring and positive. 

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic

host@host.lu

“Our ambition is to become a driving force behind the startup and innovation  

ecosystem in Luxembourg. We support and promote innovation, the creation  

of innovative startups and economic growth.”

House of Startups

Launched in 2017 by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, House of Startups 

(HoST) promotes and supports the startup ecosystem and helps businesses and 

other organizations with their innovation needs. Not a traditional program, HoST 

comprises a community of innovation hubs, including Luxembourg House of  

Financial Technology, Luxembourg-City Incubator, Le Village by CA Luxembourg  

and International Climate Finance Accelerator. Among many other services, HoST 

matches startups to the best-fitting programs or incubators on their campus or within 

the greater Luxembourg ecosystem. “Our mission is to create cohesion among key 

players,” says CEO Philippe Linster. “We want to bring the whole ecosystem together.” 

HoST supports the ecosystem in a variety of ways, most notably through a robust 

network amplified by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce. It creates open 

innovation projects and connects startups with established companies through 

special events or the Luxembourg Open Innovation Club. HoST also organizes 

hackathons, workshops, meetups and conferences “We act as a platform to promote 

entrepreneurship and startups to the public,” says Philippe.

To help startups scale internationally, HoST launched the EU-Tribe initiative, which 

brings together accelerators and incubators from Luxembourg, Lorraine, Wallonia, 

Rhineland-Palatinate and Saarland. “One of the main objectives is to enable startups 

from this greater region to better tap into this market of eleven million people and 

gain international status,” Philippe says. HoST’s campus opened in 2018, and as of 

late 2020 had around 130 startups working with its four hubs. Philippe says, “Thanks 

to the momentum created by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, HoST has 

become a focal point and business card of the Luxembourg startup ecosystem.”

Web: host.lu LinkedIn: company/hostlu Facebook: houseofstartupslu

Instagram: houseofstartupslu Twitter: @host_lu

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

House of Startups
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Luxembourg
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programs

Have product–market fit.
To be considered for Le Village’s program, you should 
have a product or service that has been validated by 
the market. 

Have a scalable tech product.
Your product or service must be tech-focused and 
have the potential to scale. Your solution should 
be very useful for a corporate partner looking to 
innovate quickly.

Have an open mind.
You should be willing to share your experience  
and expertise. Being lively and open with your peers  
is encouraged. 

Innovate for the future.
Le Village is looking for projects and teams that care 
about the world of tomorrow. You should make sure 
that your product preserves resources and your team 
facilitates inclusion. 

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic

luxembourg.levillagebyca.com/en/nous-contacter

“We accelerate innovation and business by leveraging a unique and robust network 

throughout the world. With a growing number of international staging posts in  

major hubs, we propel startups toward international development and growth.”

Le Village by CA  
Luxembourg

Launched in 2014, the Le Village by CA business accelerator offers startups a robust, 

multifaceted support system, which includes networking opportunities, matchmaking 

with corporates, masterclasses and a wide-reaching alumni network. Initially launched 

in Paris to help the CA group innovate quicker and develop new ways of working,  

it has expanded to  thirty-seven global locations and has a network of seven hundred 

partners. The Luxembourg site joined the network in 2019, and qualifying startups 

can work with any site.

Creating connections between startups and corporations looking to innovate  

and improve their digital-transformation efforts is central to the accelerator’s vision.  

“The meetings that take place here generate unexpected innovation projects. It’s the 

encounters that bring about change,” says director Amélie Madinier. “We help bridge 

the gap between our startups and corporate partners.” Le Village by CA sets up and 

promotes events including CES Las Vegas, VivaTechnology, ICT Spring Luxembourg, 

Village Awards, Demo Day and Business Connect for startups to explore new markets, 

improve their standing, meet potential partners and overall promote their innovations 

to the accelerator’s large and midcap partners. Once a month, the accelerator 

organizes business connect sessions, where startups meet potential customers and 

innovation partners. “This helps startups grow and develop their businesses based  

on an open-innovation methodology,” says Amélie. 

Startups also receive coaching on topics such as fundraising, pitching, 

communication skills and navigating business legislation. “We go through their 

business model and challenge them on it,” says Amélie. Along with this bespoke 

support, startups can work from the accelerator’s offices, and Le Village by CA  

often matches startups with experts from venture capital, banking, business law  

and other vital fields. Founders interested in receiving support must go through  

a two-stage selection process to see if there is synergy between the startup and 

the accelerator’s partnered corporations.

Web: luxembourg.levillagebyca.com LinkedIn: company/levillagebycaluxembourg

Instagram: levillagebycaluxembourg

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Le Village by CA Luxembourg



Luxembourg House of 
Financial Technology

64

programs

Offer a fintech product or service. 
We believe the future of finance is based upon the 
best bits of traditional finance married with the agility, 
innovation and creativity of fintech.
 
Make use of B2B technology. 
We focus on tech applications that will gain easy 
traction in Luxembourg’s traditional financial sector. 
B2B technologies like regtech, cybersecurity, 
blockchain and AI are particularly exciting. 
 
Show that you can build on Luxembourg’s core 
competencies in finance. 
A considerable number of fintech companies, 
including leading industry players in ecommerce  
and epayments, such as PayPal, Amazon, and Rakuten, 
have chosen Luxembourg as their European hub.
 
Be robust. 
We target our support at all stages of business 
development but organizations that already have 
structure in place will benefit most from our support.

-

-

-

-
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Fintech 

info@lhoft.lu 

“Part accelerator, part community hub, we’re a public–private initiative founded 

with the goal of transforming financial services through technology. Our dedicated 

fintech center sits at the center of Luxembourg’s financial-services ecosystem.” 

Luxembourg House of 
Financial Technology

Luxembourg House of Financial Technology (LHoFT) is a nonprofit foundation  

that serves as the central platform for the digital transformation of Luxembourg’s 

financial-services industry. Among its nineteen board members are Luxembourg’s 

Minister of Finance, CEOs and managing directors from leading financial-services 

firms including BNP Paribas, State Street and Deloitte and representatives from  

large tech firms. LHoFT currently has more than 170 members and hosts around 

eighty companies on its premises. 

 

LHoFT is open to local fintech startups and also acts as a soft landing pad for 

international firms looking to expand into Europe. “We have a lot of fintech firms  

come in from the US, Asia and the Middle East who want to use Luxembourg as  

their European base,” says  Nasir Zubairi, CEO. “W e help them get up and running  

and provide connectivity as well as access to talent. We really want to try and  

create a community and bring all the stakeholders together under one roof to  

make things happen.” 

 

While LHoFT does not offer a traditional incubator program, it offers highly 

individualized support for each of its partner companies. Since 2017, it has run short 

boot camps for African fintech firms, providing an intensive program of business 

building and networking. LHoFT also plans to launch a Catapult Kickstarter targeting 

early-stage fintech companies, as well as a green accelerator program for companies 

looking to boost sustainable investment. The LHoFT Hub offers flex desks, fixed 

desks and office spaces to its community. 

Web: lhoft.com LinkedIn: company/the-lhoft Facebook: thelhoft 

Instagram: the_lhoft Twitter: @The_LHoFT 

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Luxembourg House of Financial Technology



Luxembourg-City  
Incubator

66

programs

Be innovative. 
We want to know what innovation means to you,  
so we are open to your ideas. Surprise us!

Be scalable. 
Your concept needs to have the possibility of growth.

Have potential to create employment.
Your idea should be able to generate employment  
in its scalability. 

Operate in our main sectors.
We accept applications from all sectors, but we have  
a passion for those that operate in our major sectors.

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic 

cityincubator.lu/apply

“Startups are key players in an innovative ecosystem. Our role is to help them set 

up and develop in Luxembourg, in neighboring countries and throughout Europe 

to create new jobs and spread innovation to local businesses and citizens.”

Luxembourg-City  
Incubator

Luxembourg-City Incubator is a program from the Luxembourg Chamber  

of Commerce with support from the City of Luxembourg. Launched in 2017,  

it is one of the larger incubators within the Chamber of Commerce’s House  

of Startups initiative and is intended to provide aspiring founders and early-stage 

startups with the practical solutions they need to thrive. It’s open to startups from  

any industry but is particularly interested in supporting urbantech, commerce, 

construction, tourism, logistics, edtech, space, human resources, health and 

environment-focused ventures.

The program is bespoke, focusing on each individual startup’s needs. Participants 

take part in a series of meetings to assess business priorities, monitor progress and 

gain support with daily operations. Luxembourg-City Incubator provides advice and 

coaching and makes connections with industry experts among its networks. Founders 

also gain access to the Chamber of Commerce Group and its support structures like 

House of Startups, House of Entrepreneurship and House of Training. Independent 

nonprofit organization nyuko also provides support to early-stage ventures, and more 

mature startups can develop further with support from the Business Mentoring 

program. Operating out of a coworking space in the city center and within walking 

distance from Luxembourg railway station, the program includes flexible workspaces 

and the option of renting an office. Individualized assistance is complemented by 

workshops and events that further foster networking and collaboration.

Salonkee, a software company providing the hair and beauty industry with high-end 

digital solutions, is one of the incubator’s success stories. CoCoWorld, a social 

enterprise committed to nurturing a culture of communication and connection, is also 

a graduate of the program and operates out of the Luxembourg-City Incubator space. 

In its first three years of operation, Luxembourg-City Incubator supported fourteen 

startups that went on to win the Fit 4 Start acceleration program.

Web: cityincubator.lu Linkedin: company/luxembourg-city-incubator

Facebook: LuxembourgCityIncubator Instagram: luxembourgcityincubator Twitter: @LuxCityIncub

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Luxembourg-City Incubator



nyuko

68

programs

Have a good understanding of your project. 
Study your market, your competitors and the skills 
needed. It doesn’t have to be thorough, but it has  
to be there. Don’t be afraid to tell us everything in  
your application! 

Develop your idea locally. 
We support entrepreneurs launching their business  
in Luxembourg and contributing to the local economy. 

Prepare to be challenged. 
You may not like what we are going to tell you but it 
will be for your own good. Taking a step back from 
your daily work on a project can sometimes save it. 

Be serious and committed. 
Nurturing a business project takes time and effort. 
Are you ready to commit?

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic

nyuko.lu/apply

“We aim to support entrepreneurs wishing to set up their business in Luxembourg. 

Our services are free and are aimed at any type of local entrepreneur in the  

pre-creation phase of a business.”

nyuko

Founded in 2015, nyuko offers four free programs to support entrepreneurs  

in launching their businesses and structuring, validating and implementing their 

entrepreneurial projects. The programs challenge and encourage aspiring founders, 

helping them to define their vision and strategy, know their market and deal with the 

practical aspects of launching. “nyuko’s programs are designed to accompany project 

holders from the idea to the launch of their company thanks to a unique and universal 

approach of collective and individual coaching,” says Lucile Barberet, CEO.

Depending on their business stage, founders can participate in one or more programs. 

Idea Shaker is a one-month, part-time program that is intended to help aspiring 

founders define an initial strategy. Idea Tester is a three-month, part-time program 

with a focus on validating a business concept. Impuls is a support program  

for entrepreneurs with a business that has social impact and lasts six months,  

and Idea Launcher is a flexible, tailored program designed for entrepreneurs 

on the verge of launching their business.

nyuko also operates Meet an Entrepreneur, a platform that features testimonials  

from local entrepreneurs, who share their stories, successes and struggles.  

Alongside these videos, the website includes articles from experts on various  

topics around entrepreneurship. It is updated weekly with new content, providing  

a practical resource and a source of inspiration for new and aspiring founders.

Web: nyuko.lu LinkedIn: company/nyuko  Facebook: nyuko.lu 

Instagram: nyuko_lu Twitter: @nyuko_lu

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

nyuko



Paul Wurth InCub

70

programs

Fit one of the pillars of InduTech.
Your product or service should be in the industrial-
technologies sector and fit one of the pillars of 
InduTech, such as AI, Industry 4.0, mining or robotics. 

Have a working prototype. 
You should have a prototype of your solution that 
doesn’t already exist on the shelves of any of Paul 
Wurth’s suppliers. Unfortunately, having only an 
innovative idea does not qualify you for the incubator.

Resolve a pain point.
Your product or service should be able to resolve  
a pain point within Paul Wurth or one of its  
industrial partners. 

Be ready to partner up and hit the market. 
Even at an early stage, you should be ready to hit  
the market, work on large-scale projects and be 
actively seeking industrial partnerships. 

-

-

-

-
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Industrial technologies

indu.tech 

“We empower industrial-tech entrepreneurs and innovators to collaborate  

with Paul Wurth and other industries to scale up effectively and explore new  

market opportunities.”

Paul Wurth InCub

Launched in 2016, Paul Wurth InCub is a corporate incubator that offers startups  

a wide range of specialized support options, including networking opportunities  

and coworking space. Located next to the main headquarters of international 

engineering company Paul Wurth Group, the incubator mainly develops innovative 

startups working in industrial technologies and uses “InduTech” as an umbrella  

term for Industry 4.0, cleantech, smart safety, machine learning, robotics, smart 

construction, manufacturing and other industrial fields. 

InCub supports startups based on their specific needs and development stage.  

“It’s not really a set program,” says Sébastien Wiertz, the incubator’s general manager. 

“We do everything case by case, on the spot.” This includes business, financial and 

engineering mentoring, due-diligence preparation for scaling, identifying potential 

partnerships in Luxembourg and elsewhere, and helping startups to access 

investment. Participants gain access to both Paul Wurth experts and corporate 

partners, who help to identify potential markets and improve company structures. 

“The incubator helps startups shorten their journey to market,” says Sébastien. 

Above all, the incubator was designed to match startups offering innovative 

technologies with industries that need those solutions. “The main goal of the 

incubator is to be an innovation hub where we collect the needs of industries  

and find technologies to support them,” says Sébastien. “What we really want is  

to have a network of startups that can really resolve issues.” Therefore, the InCub 

team fosters an open innovation mindset and drives industries to be more agile  

in how they communicate with potential entrepreneurial partners. InCub actively  

scouts startups, and young companies looking to hit the market and forge strong 

partnerships are encouraged to approach Sébastien and his team.

Web: indu.tech LinkedIn: showcase/paul-wurth-incub Instagram: pw_incub Twitter: @PW_InCub

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Paul Wurth InCub



Technoport

72

programs

Ensure your project includes tech. 
We want technology-focused companies, and  
all projects should include a technological or 
innovation-led dimension.

Demonstrate innovation.
Your project should feature a major differentiator  
from your competition.

Have the right team.
We’ll examine your team closely. Before applicants  
are accepted to the incubator, we need to ensure  
your team is complementary to your goals and capable 
of realizing your vision. 

Present a clear business case.
Your project should aim to solve a real pain point  
for the sector you’re addressing. We want to support 
companies that are looking to make a real impact  
on their markets, not just delivering optional “nice  
to haves.”

-

-

-

-
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Sector-agnostic

incubator@technoport.lu 

“We’re Luxembourg’s oldest tech-startup incubator. We’ve spent more than  

twenty years supporting the creation and development of innovative and disruptive 

technological companies across a vast range of sectors.”

Technoport

Founded in 1998 as part of a public research institute, Technoport was the first tech 

incubator in Luxembourg. “At that time, we were pioneers,” says Diego De Biasio, CEO. 

In 2012, Technoport merged with another business-incubation program to form an 

independent organization. This was perfect timing, Diego says, as it coincided with 

the emergence of a whole ecosystem in Luxembourg around startups, innovation  

and entrepreneurship. Technoport now hosts around forty companies and it targets 

early-stage startups, spin-offs and foreign corporations that want to establish  

a research and innovation presence in Luxembourg. 

The selection process for Technoport’s startup incubation program runs year-round 

and is open to companies in any sector. This three- to five-year program provides 

access to coaching, events and workspace as well as entry to Technoport’s extensive 

network of partners, investors and developers. For foreign companies, Technoport 

runs a four-month discovery program that allows founders to assess the market 

opportunity and business case for their activities in Luxembourg. Early-stage 

founders can also apply to a free four-month pre-commercial program, which includes 

access to Technoport’s space, support with proof-of-concept development and 

market validation. 

For scaleups, Technoport offers a joint venture with the Vodafone Procurement 

Company called Tomorrow Street Innovation Centre. Its aim is to accelerate 

leading-edge technology through scaling late-stage startups alongside Vodafone’s 

network and partners. Technoport does not take any equity in its hosted companies, 

which currently include M&A deals brokerage platform Finquest, sustainable-housing 

project LekoLabs and music-royalties marketplace ANote Music. It supports 

innovation- and tech-focused companies across a range of industries, most 

prominently in space technology, industrial engineering, cybersecurity and IoT. 

Web: technoport.lu Linkedin: company/technoport-sa Facebook: Technoport.lu 

Instagram: technoport_sa Twitter: @technoport_lux

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Technoport



Tomorrow Street  
Innovation Centre

74

programs

Demonstrate innovation and ability to scale.
We look for fast-growing scaleups with innovative 
commercialized solutions that have scalable potential 
across Vodafone’s global footprint.

Have strong strategic solutions relevant for both 
Vodafone and Luxembourg. 
This includes solutions in IoT, AI, big data, 
cybersecurity and digital platforms.

Have a clear USP from competitors in the market. 
We want to see how you’re different.

Be open to collaboration. 
You should be enthusiastic about collaborating on 
a proof of concept or project to demonstrate the 
product’s potential to key decision makers 
at Vodafone.

Be prepared for a long-term partnership in 
Luxembourg. 
We want scaleups to have the resources to set up  
a small team in our accelerator.

-

-

-

-

-
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Communications

info@tomorrowstreet.co

“We are a joint venture between the Vodafone Procurement Company  

and Luxembourg’s national incubator, Technoport. We support the next  

generation of strategic suppliers to Vodafone and are a technology hub  

that attracts entrepreneurs to the growing tech sector in Luxembourg.”

Tomorrow Street  
Innovation Centre

Founded in 2017, Tomorrow Street Innovation Centre is a joint venture  

between the Vodafone Procurement Company and Technoport. Its core focus  

is to accelerate leading-edge technology through scaling late-stage startups,  

while scouting for innovative scaleups to join the Luxembourg tech ecosystem and 

leverage connectivity with Vodafone. It creates links between the innovative scaleups 

it supports and Vodafone’s global network of technologists, business leaders, sales 

functions and the extensive supplier and customer ecosystems. To date, Tomorrow 

Street has partnered with eight technology scaleups: Vizibl, Expeto, Digital Barriers, 

Sitetracker, SecurityScorecard, Quantexa, GeoSpock and BlockGemini.

Strategically positioned in Kirchberg, Luxembourg’s business hub, its office is located 

on the top floor of Vodafone’s global procurement building and is designed to provide 

a professional and creative workspace and a community hub. Tomorrow Street 

attracts innovative and high-potential young businesses to Luxembourg and aims  

to grow these companies into global success stories with strong roots in the country, 

where they can contribute positively to Luxembourg’s tech sector and wider economy. 

In addition to hosting and scaling mature-stage startups, Tomorrow Street founded 

the annual Arch Summit, a two-day global technology event designed to connect  

tech startups and scaleups with corporate decision makers to showcase the growing 

startup ecosystem in Luxembourg and to provide a platform for Tomorrow Street to 

share its vision and success stories. 

Web: tomorrowstreet.co LinkedIn: company/tomorrow-street Twitter: @TomorrowStreet 

[Apply to]

[Sector]

[Name]

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]

Tomorrow Street Innovation Centre



Women in Digital  
Empowerment 

76

programs

Bring your ideas. 
We want women with strong business ideas who have 
done plenty of research and are committed to working 
on them seriously. 

Be confident in dealing with the unknown. 
It’s important to accept that you won’t have the  
answers to everything. 

Focus is key. 
It’s completely normal to have many business ideas 
when you start your entrepreneurial journey. We see 
many women hesitating between offering a service 
and creating a product. Align your business with your 
values and pursue market opportunities.

Try to learn coding. 
If you’re not a tech person, this will allow you to better 
understand how to use technology and communicate 
better with developers.
 
Think big. 
Don’t underestimate marketing costs or the time 
needed for tech or web development, and remember 
to include your salary when fundraising. 

-

-

-

-

-
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Technology 

wide.lu/startup-leadership-programme 

“Our Startup Leadership Programme is a nonprofit accelerator program founded 

with the mission of getting more women and girls into tech. We focus on supporting 

early-stage entrepreneurs and startups.”

WIDE

Founded in 2014, WIDE (Women in Digital Empowerment) offers events, workshops 

and leadership programs to encourage women to explore careers in the tech sector. 

“Women tend to be hesitant when going to an incubator or asking for support,” 

explains Marina Andrieu, WIDE’s executive director and cofounder. “They tend to wait 

until everything is perfect. We want to guide them past that.” The organization, which 

is backed by Banque Internationale à Luxembourg and several government ministries, 

focuses on three pillars: networking, confidence building and skills acquisition.

While there are other initiatives in Luxembourg geared towards supporting women 

in tech, WIDE’s year long Startup Leadership Programme is focused specifically  

on tech startups, offering female tech founders personalized support, coaching and 

access to expert advisors. It does not provide direct funding to founders but supports 

participants in accessing financial support. “We educate women on what it’s like to 

fundraise and prepare to scale,” Marina says. “We are trying to get them ready for that 

from the start.”

WIDE’s other activities include coding workshops, which started in 2013 and have 

helped over five hundred women learn Javascript, Ruby, HTML, CSS and more. 

There are also design days focused on design thinking and user experience, in which 

participants can bring their ideas to a team of experts and develop a prototype by the 

end of the day. WIDE’s long-term plan is to continue supporting women in becoming 

tech entrepreneurs and to strengthen the local ecosystem. “At the start, we were 

quite flexible and received more than fifty applications in the first year to each round,” 

Marina says. “We want to be even more selective in the future because starting  

a business and a tech startup requires a lot of thought and work. We also want to 

show that Luxembourg is a great place for a woman to start a venture.” 

Web: wide.lu LinkedIn: company/wide-luxembourg Facebook: wideluxembourg Twitter: @wide_lu 

[Apply to]
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WIDE
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1535° Creative Hub

Launched in 2011 by the City of Differdange, 1535° Creative Hub offers  

entrepreneurs from the creative and cultural industries affordable offices  

and networking opportunities in a unique environment. More than seventy  

small businesses, employing over five hundred people, occupy 13,000 square  

meters of space in two buildings on the site of a former steel-processing plant. 

Members include footwear designers, motion-graphics artists, architects and 

songwriters, among many others.

As a nontraditional incubator, 1535° Creative Hub fosters community and 

collaboration among its members. This effort is supported by open relaxation  

areas on each floor, a restaurant and a cafe. To work from the space, applicants  

must be from eco-creative industries or from a technological or service sector  

with a real impact on the creative industries. 1535° Creative Hub is open 24/7 for 

members, and in 2021, the organization plans to add an additional building, which  

will include six units and a multifunctional hall for cultural activities, workshops, 

training sessions and exhibitions.

1535° Creative Hub
115, Rue Émile Mark, L-4620 Differdange

Web: 1535.lu LinkedIn: company/1535°-creative-hub-differdange Facebook: 1535.lu 

Instagram: 1535creativehub

[Total Area]

[Workspaces]

16,000m2

80
[The Story]

[Name]

[Address]

[Links]
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Face of the Space:

Tania Brugnoni is 1535° Creative Hub’s 

senior director. When the area next to the 

town’s steel plant became available to rent, 

Tania and her team seized the opportunity 

to create a unique space. “I never studied 

management, but it became a learning-by-

doing opportunity,” she says. “The most 

important thing for me is to support 

creative entrepreneurship as a sustainable 

sector, and that’s what we are doing.”
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1535° Creative Hub
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House of BioHealth 

House of BioHealth is a unique facility with office and lab spaces for both established 

companies and startups in biotech, cleantech and ICT. The space was created to 

support the Ministry of the Economy’s goal to make life sciences one of the pillars  

of the next decade’s economic development and was designed to attract relevant 

businesses to Luxembourg.

Open 24/7, House of BioHealth is home to over seven hundred members from 

one hundred different nations. Private and public researchers work on-site, and 

collaboration is encouraged. More than a work space, it is an innovation accelerator 

designed to bring together young, dynamic and creative entrepreneurs in an inspiring 

atmosphere where internal communication between tenants is fostered. The space 

comprises 9,500 square meters of laboratory space, divided into modules of 150 

square meters that can be rented individually, and 7,800 square meters of office space 

and conference and communication rooms. In 2021, the House of BioHealth will offer 

a “plug ‘n play laboratory,” where members can work without having to make any 

further investment in laboratory infrastructure.

House of BioHealth
27–29, Rue Henri Koch, L-4354 Esch-sur-Alzette

Web: hobh.lu LinkedIn: company/house-of-biohealth Facebook: HOBLux 

Instagram: @houseofbiohealth

[Total Area]

[Workspaces]

20,000m2

17
[The Story]

[Name]

[Address]

[Links]
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Face of the Space:

Project manager Alain Stoffel  

was House of BioHealth’s first  

employee, joining in May 2014.  

With extensive experience in project 

management, particularly in construction 

and chemistry, he set up a team  

of experts to design and maintain the 

biotechnology laboratories. Currently,  

he assists future tenants with their  

needs to deliver a high-value-added 

research environment.
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House of BioHealth 
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Neobuild

Luxembourg’s first and only incubator for sustainable construction,  

Neobuild was created to support the small number of construction companies  

in the country, many of which don’t have in-house development and innovation 

departments. The space adopts a hands-on business approach and promotes  

all types of innovation in the field in order to enhance Luxembourg’s economic 

achievements in a non-technological sector. The Neobuild Innovation Living Lab 

focuses on positive-energy building and is designed for testing technologies. 

Neobuild’s founders want to show that it is possible to build sustainably and support 

anyone in the field who wants to develop an idea, product or concept. The startups 

and entrepreneurs housed at Neobuild work on a variety of construction projects,  

and the space boasts a rooftop greenhouse where brainstorming sessions often 

occur, as well as a training center, cafe and community area that regularly holds 

workshops and showcases projects. 

“At the beginning, the concept was just an incubator, not a living lab,” lead project 

manager Francis Schwall says. “But there was a large need for a team and place  

for the entire development of construction projects at an appropriate size in 

Luxembourg.” He says that he and his team are constantly looking for ways to stand 

out by continuing to support healthy and friendly entrepreneurship in construction.

Neobuild
439, ZAE Wolser F,  L-3290 Bettembourg

Web: neobuild.lu LinkedIn: company/neobuild-s-a- Facebook: NeobuildInnovation 

Twitter: @neobuild_sa

[Total Area]

[Workspaces]

2,200m2

14
[The Story]

[Name]

[Address]

[Links]
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Face of the Space:

Francis Schwall is Neobuild’s lead project 

manager. Prior to joining the organization, 

he worked in the construction sector for 

twenty years.
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Neobuild
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Silversquare Liberté

Silversquare Liberté, founded in 2018, is one of a small group of unique coworking 

spaces in Luxembourg and Belgium that has over 1,200 member companies. 

Conveniently located near the central train station, Silversquare Liberté is bright, 

modern and furnished with jewel-toned velvet couches. Designed with the comfort 

and well-being of its members in mind, three of the building’s five floors are silent  

to allow focused work, while the other floors provide a more dynamic environment  

to mingle, exchange and collaborate. As the community is at the heart of Silversquare, 

the organization hosts regular events and challenges to actively support networking 

and collaboration. 

Flex and fixed desks are available, as well as private offices, meeting rooms and event 

space. Various membership packages are offered, including ones with short-notice 

periods in recognition of people needing flexibility. Members come from a wide range 

of sectors and have access to the building 24/7. The space is wheelchair accessible, 

includes a shower and bike rack to encourage bicycle commuting, and features 

a balcony and garden for easy access to fresh air.

Silversquare Liberté
21, Rue Glesener, L-1631 Luxembourg

Web: silversquare.lu LinkedIn: company/silversquare-luxembourg

 Facebook: silversquare.luxembourg.center Instagram: silversquare.lu Twitter: @SilversquareEU

[Total Area]

[Workspaces]

2,300m2

250
[The Story]

[Name]

[Address]

[Links]
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Face of the Space:

Claudine Bettendroffer is Silversquare’s 

country leader in Luxembourg.  

She describes herself as a chaos fighter  

who is curious about the world and  

has a passion for entrepreneurship, 

innovation and traveling. She enjoys 

working with impactful startups and 

building a strong and diverse community 

of international entrepreneurs.
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The Office CITY

Launched in 2016 by former financier Gosia Kramer, the Office has come a long way 

from its original location in a garage in Luxembourg city center. Now boasting three 

distinct locations across Luxembourg, it is a self-funded coworking initiative that 

caters to companies at every stage of growth. The Office CHARLOTTE is designed 

with early-stage startups in mind, while the enormous the Office CITY location is  

in the former archives building of Luxembourg’s national library. In 2021, the Office 

SUITS was launched, which is intended for fully operational businesses to grow  

and mature. 

Each of the Office’s locations is built with sustainability in mind, and all three spaces 

have a small eco-friendly restaurant that sources ingredients from local farmers, 

which Gosia says is part of a broader ethos to source services and products from 

startups and independent businesses. “The design of each space is based very much 

on the circular economy and giving new life to old materials,” she says. “A coworking 

space needs to be a place you want to come back to, where people can relax, can  

be themselves and where they are open to sharing.”

The Office CITY
29, Boulevard Prince Henri, L-1724 Luxembourg

Web: theoffice.lu LinkedIn: company/theofficecoworkingluxembourg  

Facebook: TheOfficeLuxembourg Instagram: theoffice.lu

[Total Area]

[Workspaces]

5,600m2

700
[The Story]

[Name]

[Address]

[Links]
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Face of the Space:

Gosia Kramer is the founder and CEO of 

the Office. She spent nine years working 

in the financial sector before leaving to 

realize her passions in design, innovation 

and startup culture at the Office. 

She is closely involved in curating and 

renovating the spaces, handpicking 

building materials and decorative objects.
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In partnership with House of Entrepreneurship

For Tom Baumert, director entrepreneurship at the Luxembourg Chamber  

of Commerce, society needs risk takers with entrepreneurial spirit to move  

us forward. Having such an appetite for risk is especially important for those  

tackling the world’s biggest social and environmental challenges and for those 

looking to make a difference with projects where it’s difficult to have an impact, 

such as in highly regulated industries, where responsibility is high and the outcome 

unknown. “Entrepreneurs bring out projects that can change the world, but they  

also bring innovation into projects that are usable by a large number of people,” 

he says, citing COVID-19 vaccines as an example. “We need them to face the big 

challenges we have to deal with in the future.”

Holding a master’s degree in management, Tom started his career at a bank  

in Luxembourg. He joined the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce in 2014  

and, in 2016, was named the CEO of the House of Entrepreneurship. In 2018,  

he also took on the position of director entrepreneurship at the Luxembourg  

Chamber of Commerce. Tom notes that entrepreneurs building meaningful 

businesses tend to have a clear understanding of why they’re doing what they’re 

doing and a strong commitment to their mission and vision, and that these are 

strengths. “It’s this feeling of taking risks and still being able to sleep at night  

that’s very special,” he says, acknowledging that the risks and responsibilities  

of entrepreneurship aren’t for everyone.

The House of Entrepreneurship aims to be a one-stop shop for entrepreneurs,  

and its support services can help founders mitigate risk. In 2020, it received more 

than 44,000 inquiries for support and information – 50 percent more than in 2019, 

which Tom explains as partly due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Business creation  

isn’t the only thing that the House of Entrepreneurship does, though it is an important 

pillar of the organization. It also provides consulting services in development, 

digitalization and financing. “Our value is in providing customer service, where we’re 

experts, but also facilitating access to other entities that can help entrepreneurs  

in the phase of creation, development and at the end of their company life cycle, when 

founders want to sell their business or find a successor for their company,” Tom says.

Institutional organization[Sector]

The Value of Risk in 
Creating Profitable and 
Meaningful Ventures
Tom Baumert / Director Entrepreneurship at the Luxembourg  
Chamber of Commerce
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Most important tips for startups:

Prepare. Talk with successful entrepreneurs in your field  
to understand what risks they took, what worked well  
and what didn’t.

Don’t put all your eggs in one basket. Learn about all the 
options and support structures in place to help early-stage 
entrepreneurs, such as the Mutualité de Cautionnement.

Be customer oriented. Your product or service should be 
aimed at a specific customer and you should understand 
how it solves a problem or improves your customers’ lives.

Have a clear vision. In the early stages, a clear vision isn’t 
always there, but it’s important to have, especially when 
speaking with investors.

Work on your pitch. Your pitch ties into your vision and 
should explain what you are doing without using any jargon 
or industry terms. When people can understand what you’re 
doing easily, they’re more likely to support you.

-

-

-

-

-
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For founders just starting out, particularly in traditional industries, Tom suggests  

to spend time preparing and talking with people in their market to understand  

if there is a fit for their product or service. nyuko, an idea challenger supported by  

the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, is tailored to support impact-focused 

startups, providing mentoring and workshops for founders, and can help new 

founders clarify their vision. 

Tom also suggests that founders look for products that can reduce the initial  

financial risk of their venture. One example is the Mutualité de Cautionnement,  

an initiative provided by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce. The Mutualité  

de Cautionnement acts as a guarantor for small and medium-sized businesses  

with approved credit institutions by granting surety bonds in the case of bankruptcy.  

“I would recommend getting this information and using these products, so when  

you fail, you can start a second time, which is very important, especially in the  

startup world,” says Tom. The House of Entrepreneurship can also introduce  

founders to the Luxembourg Business Angels Network, which has members  

who invest in early-stage companies.

As part of the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, the House of Entrepreneurship’s 

mission is supporting entrepreneurs in their business ventures while bringing 

together many players involved in the business-creation value chain in 

Luxembourg. Startups at all stages of development can benefit from the House 

of Entrepreneurship’s network. Startups can also gather support from different 

federations partnering with the Union des Entreprises Luxembourgeoises, bringing 

together professional chambers and employer’s federations in order to develop  

the attractiveness and competitiveness of the Luxembourg economy.

Risk might be an unavoidable part of launching a business but with support  

from the right people, it can be mitigated. Organizations such as the House  

of Entrepreneurship and initiatives like the Mutualité de Cautionnement can  

help entrepreneurs to create successful businesses and reduce the initial  

financial burden. 

About
The House of Entrepreneurship is the dedicated national point of contact  

for Luxembourg entrepreneurship. It provides support for existing and aspiring 

entrepreneurs in starting up, developing their businesses and exiting. Its mission  

is to inform, guide and connect entrepreneurs, and to bring together the public  

and private players to further develop Luxembourg’s startup ecosystem.

Web: houseofentrepreneurship.lu Facebook: luhouseofentrepreneurship 

LinkedIn: company/luhouseofentrepreneurship

Email: info@houseofentrepreneurship.lu

[Links]

[Contact]
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In partnership with House of Startups

It’s extremely difficult to build a successful company alone. Whether by bringing  

on cofounders, hiring specialized talent or securing investors, founders need support 

and collaboration. “To succeed as a founder, you need a good idea, a talented team 

and a strong ecosystem,” says Philippe Linster, CEO of House of Startups (HoST).

A supportive community is particularly valuable in the first couple of years, when  

the risk of failure is high. Becoming part of an ecosystem can help founders build their 

networks and develop their venture from a concept to a stable business. “You need to 

talk to people who can help you to find key players in the public, private and funding 

sectors,” adds Philippe. “A strong ecosystem has all of this.”

Philippe has been the CEO of HoST since 2020. He joined House of Entrepreneurship, 

another initiative of the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, in 2017, and before this 

was a corporate advisor at the Bank of Luxembourg. He explains that a successful 

ecosystem or network needs to include people from different industries and with 

different focuses: the private and public sectors, incubators, accelerators, angel 

investors, VCs and startups. Philippe says that founders should be mindful of 

building up this diversity when creating their own networks and should consider 

building on top of existing diverse ecosystems.

HoST works to ensure that founders and startup team members in Luxembourg 

can easily make useful connections. It draws on its established network in the public 

sphere and hosts innovation initiatives such as the Luxembourg Open Innovation 

Club and regular events to bring together players from varied backgrounds. Its space 

in central Luxembourg acts as a campus of innovation and a meeting place for the 

ecosystem. “Luxembourg is small but our main advantage is that it’s very easy to  

get in contact with decision makers at the public or private level,” Philippe says.

Institutional organization[Sector]

How to Build Strong 
Networks to Help Your 
Business Thrive
Philippe Linster / CEO of House of Startups
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Most important tips for startups:

Understand the local business culture. It’s important  
to build long-term relationships and give something first 
before asking for something in return.

Join an incubator. Especially in the early days, incubators 
can provide the support you need. The networks they 
provide are also invaluable if you’re looking to be part of  
the ecosystem. 

Talk to people about your idea. Don’t be afraid to talk to 
people because they might steal your idea. An idea alone 
isn’t worth very much. The execution of that idea is what 
really matters.

Go to events. Events are a great way to build relationships. 
Luxembourg is a very open-minded and international 
country, so making connections at events is easy.

-

-

-

-
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HoST also supports wider initiatives to improve the ecosystem. It proposes new 

ideas to the government to make Luxembourg more enticing for startups and angel 

investors, and hosts the Startup Corner podcast, which features interviews with 

successful entrepreneurs, representatives from incubators and angel investors. 

In 2019, HoST launched EU-Tribe, an initiative that connects key startup players  

in the five cross-border regions surrounding Luxembourg. It also helps to organize the 

Luxembourg edition of the Startup World Cup with Ernst & Young, Farvest and Silicon 

Valley–based Pegasus Tech Ventures. 

For founders looking to build their networks, Philippe suggests focusing on 

creating meaningful relationships that have win-win elements, as opposed to being 

transactional. He says that this is the typical Luxembourgish culture and gives  

an example of startups receiving recommendations from incubators for other 

programs that could provide more value for them. “In Luxembourg, even though  

every structure has its own goals, our main goal is to support the startups,” he says. 

“Everyone supports each other.” 

The best way for new founders anywhere to start building relationships is through 

events. HoST holds daily events including a monthly community one that is open 

to anyone working in a startup. “There’s a lot happening in the ecosystem and 

relationships can be built quickly, but you need to go to events,” Philippe says.

When starting out or scaling a business, founders can’t work in isolation. A strong 

ecosystem can help develop an idea, find the right market or secure investors. 

Founders and startup teams should look to build a network with people from 

different industries and with different focuses, just like HoST is doing in Luxembourg.

About
Created in 2017 by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, House of Startups  

is a six thousand square meter, five-story campus in the center of Luxembourg that 

supports and promotes the startup ecosystem. It is home to incubators, accelerators, 

startups, consulting services and corporations, including Luxembourg-City Incubator, 

Luxembourg House of Financial Technology, Le Village by CA Luxembourg and 

International Climate Finance Accelerator.

Web: host.lu LinkedIn: company/hostlu Facebook: houseofstartupslu 

Twitter: @host_lu Instagram: houseofstartupslu

Email: host@host.lu Telephone: +352 28 81 00 11

[Links]

[Contact]
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In partnership with House of Training

During the first few years of business, founders often need to wear many hats.  

Roles can include building products and services, setting the vision for the company, 

hiring a team and making sure that all employees are well-suited to their roles.  

All of these things require very different skill sets and not all founders will have had 

experience in every area. To succeed in the first few years, founders and CEOs should 

build a strong company culture that encourages an entrepreneurial mindset within 

their employees. When employees feel empowered and able to take initiative, they  

are more likely to identify and help bridge any gaps within the organization.

For Muriel Morbé, CEO of House of Training, this process starts with leading  

by example. “An entrepreneurial spirit is a way of thinking and acting,” she says.  

“It’s being passionate about what you do while showing and living it.” Muriel explains 

that in an era when employees look for purpose in the companies they work for, it’s 

important for founders and CEOs to share values and enthusiasm with their employees.

Muriel joined the training department at the Chamber of Commerce in 2009, after 

studying business and political science. When House of Training was created in 2015, 

she joined the organization as a business manager, and in 2020 she was promoted 

to CEO. “Our job is to help companies identify the skills they need for the future and 

the training they need to get these skills,” she says. Muriel believes that organizations 

should invest in lifelong learning to create an environment where the entrepreneurial 

mindset thrives.

House of Training provides a number of training modules for founders and CEOs  

in areas that can aid their personal development and build their business knowledge, 

such as leadership, business management, marketing, finance and creativity. Muriel 

stresses the importance of personal development for leaders and emphasizes that 

not all learning can be done in a classroom setting. Learning by doing and taking 

lessons from mistakes are vital to developing an entrepreneurial mindset. “I often say, 

only people who aren’t working don’t make mistakes,” Muriel says. 

Vocational training and development[Sector]

Leading by Example: How 
Founders Can Foster an 
Entrepreneurial Mindset
Muriel Morbé / CEO of House of Training
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Most important tips for startups:

Develop trust. The old way of leading by command  
and control doesn’t work. CEOs these days need to find  
a balance between giving their employees the space to  
do their best work and having discipline so the company 
stays on track.

Communicate often. It’s important to talk to your 
employees often, making sure they understand why 
important business decisions are made, and letting 
them know that they can always talk to you if they 
have questions.

Encourage lifelong learning. Leading by example can go  
a long way. Start with an open attitude and a willingness  
to learn from your employees, and you’ll grow alongside  
the company.

-

-

-
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Team cohesion and mutual trust are also important in developing a positive company 

culture and entrepreneurial mindset. Muriel explains that employees need to trust 

their leaders and leaders need to trust their employees for the overall success of  

the organization. “It’s not about command and control,” she says. “It’s about providing 

a framework within which employees can work autonomously.” She says that leaders 

should encourage their employees to challenge each other and talk courageously 

about their ideas, and says that team training and development programs can help 

build trust.

When implementing a training and development program within a company, Muriel 

says that it’s important for leaders to build the program with employees, listening  

to what they think they need and combining this feedback with identified skills gaps.  

“It’s the two together that have to define the training path,” she says. Beyond learning 

by doing, she suggests CEOs and founders speak openly with other leaders and learn 

by listening.

Muriel knows first hand how difficult this process can be. Within the first year of 

becoming CEO, she worked with her employees to see if the organization was aligned 

and ready for change. She says that she needed a number of skills to succeed in this: 

listening, determination, creativity and innovation. She suggests that founders and 

CEOs apply these same skills to their own companies to develop a company culture 

that celebrates an entrepreneurial mindset.

About
House of Training was created in 2015 by the Chamber of Commerce and  

the Association of Banks and Bankers in Luxembourg. Its mission is to provide 

continuing education to professionals to help meet the needs of the Luxembourg 

economy. The organization has over eight hundred teachers and experts and  

offers nearly one thousand training modules in four categories: entrepreneurship  

and management, soft skills, technical industry skills and personal development. 

Web: houseoftraining.lu LinkedIn: company/house-of-training

Facebook: HouseoftrainingLuxembourg Twitter: @houseoftraining

Instagram: houseoftraining

Email: muriel.morbe@houseoftraining.lu Telephone: +352 46 50 16 – 1

[Links]

[Contact]
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In partnership with Luxinnovation

Almost one in five new businesses in Europe fail in their first year, with almost two 

thirds surviving for three years and less than half surviving for five years, according  

to Statista. So how can you improve your chances of success? To survive the first 

year in business, Stefan Berend, head of startup acceleration at Luxinnovation, 

believes that founders need to go to market quickly and get the first confirmation  

of their product–market fit. 

Stefan has a background in economics and corporate finance. Before joining 

Luxinnovation, he worked in private equity and for a big-four consulting firm. Having 

the opportunity to work directly with early-stage companies was one of the reasons 

he joined Luxinnovation in 2016. “I can have a much bigger impact on the success of 

these companies and not just a bird’s eye view from the investor perspective,” he says.

To achieve product-market fit, startups should avoid focusing too much on creating 

the perfect product. “Iterate quickly and go to market,” Stefan says. “Perfection is your 

enemy.” He suggests that founders start lean and create a minimum viable product 

or proof of concept to show prospective customers and investors. To figure out what 

needs to be part of the minimum viable product, founders should consider creating 

customer development exercises, which involve asking questions and listening to 

customers in order to understand what their main needs are. Then, founders should 

build a product with the most important features that satisfy those needs. “It’s  

a leaner process that saves costs and focuses on your ultimate vision,” Stefan says.

Startups need to have a unique selling point or value proposition for customers,  

but should also have a separate investor story. This should outline the company’s 

current activities, the market expertise of its team and its vision for the future. When 

founders are looking to raise their first venture capital round, the composition of the 

team will be a crucial consideration for investors. Stefan advises founders to build  

a diverse team with both technical and business expertise. 

He also says that it’s important to start conversations with investors at an appropriate 

stage. “If you are not yet able to convincingly demonstrate your product–market fit,  

it might be too early to ask VCs for major investments,” he says.  

National innovation agency[Sector]

How to Survive Your  
First Year in Business
Stefan Berend / Head of Startup Acceleration at Luxinnovation
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Most important tips for startups:

Prepare your story. This should include your unique selling 
point and value proposition. If you’re meeting with investors 
half a year after your first meeting, update your story with 
what you’ve learned since the last meeting and any new 
information you’ve gathered.

Know what funding stage you’re at. When entering the  
VC stage, you should know how big your market is and  
have ideas around how to scale your product, as well as 
a core team and a plan for the long term.

Have the right people at the table. To build something 
great, you need a team, partners, advisors and investors. 
Surround yourself with smart people and include smart 
investors on your cap table.

Find the right support for your startup. Luxinnovation 
and its partners provide a range of services for startups 
from different industries and at different stages of growth.  
Get in touch and find out how we can help you.

-

-

-

-
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Stefan suggests that founders surround themselves with mentors and partners  

who can help them navigate their first year and identify when to approach investors  

and when to launch a product. Joining an accelerator or incubator is a great way  

of becoming more connected to your local ecosystem.

Luxinnovation supports startups from their first year through to international 

expansion, including providing tailored advisory services and assistance on 

identifying European and Luxembourg grants. Startups can also benefit from the 

agency’s extensive network, which includes SMEs, corporations, government officials 

and links to Luxembourg Trade and Investment Offices around the world and other 

startup hubs. Luxinnovation also offers the Fit 4 Start program, which provides 

€150,000 equity-free funding and six months of coaching to help startups younger 

than five years old scale. 

Stefan says that what makes startups in Luxembourg different from those  

in neighboring countries is their international approach. “Our startups tend to see 

Luxembourg as the ideal testbed for their products and services, but in terms  

of the market they need to think bigger,” says Stefan. “We encourage them to think 

internationally from day one.”

Luxinnovation also plays a key role in supporting the digital transformation  

of Luxembourg and enabling a green transition. Stefan suggests that founders align 

their company’s larger goals with the increasing consumer demand for sustainable 

solutions, and encourages entrepreneurs to base their decision-making on facts, 

not on assumptions about the sector.

The first year of business should be the beginning of a long and successful journey. 

To make sure your company is one of the survivors, avoid focusing too much on 

creating the perfect product, prepare a clear investor story and seek out support from 

your ecosystem. “A startup without innovation is just a small business, and innovation 

without execution is just a great way to earn a PhD degree,” Stefan says. “The ones 

who succeed are those who manage to turn their innovation into a great product 

or service that meets a real market need.”

About
Luxinnovation is Luxembourg’s national innovation agency. It encourages  

and supports companies to innovate and to grow while facilitating collaboration  

with public research players. Luxinnovation offers a wide portfolio of services to  

foster innovation and support Luxembourg’s economic development objectives.  

The agency also ensures that Luxembourg continues to attract international 

investment, companies and skills.

Web: luxinnovation.lu LinkedIn: company/luxinnovation-gie 

Twitter: @Luxinnovation Facebook: Luxinnovation

Email: stefan.berend@luxinnovation.lu Telephone: +352 43 62 63 904

[Links]

[Contact]
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In partnership with Ministry of the Economy

Luxembourg has reinvented itself several times in its history, evolving from  

an agricultural country to an industrial state in the late nineteenth century and  

then becoming known as a global financial center in the 1970s. By the 1980s, it was  

a European media and satellite distribution hub. Today, another transformation  

is underway. Michele Gallo, director digital technologies and start-up at the Ministry  

of the Economy, explains that Luxembourg is breaking new ground to develop  

a knowledge-based sustainable digital economy, and that the country is investing  

in a strong startup ecosystem in order to achieve this.

“I think this investment in startups is due to the fact that Luxembourg has itself been 

experiencing innovation in its way of doing business,” says Michele. “We understand 

the way startups need to pivot and the challenges and risks that come along with it.”

Michele started his career in London, where he worked for a boutique investment 

bank focused on mergers and acquisitions within the high tech industry. He then 

joined the corporate finance advisory team at KPMG in Luxembourg, where he 

specialized in company valuations. Prior to joining the Ministry of the Economy, 

Michele worked for Luxinnovation, leading the startup support department.  

Alongside his role at the Ministry of the Economy, he is also chairman of the board 

of national incubator Technoport and is a member of the investor committee of the 

Digital Tech Fund. This solid experience provides Michele with clear insight into how 

Luxembourg has evolved. He identifies three factors that have led to the country’s 

success in recent years: a digital strategy focused on data, an international focus  

from day one and the development of a tight-knit startup ecosystem. He believes  

that startups should also keep these three factors in mind for their own success. 

“Companies of all sizes are realizing the value of data as an asset,” Michele says, 

emphasizing that any startup launching today should have a digital strategy to 

stay competitive in the market and build resilience. Compliance with general data 

protection regulation can be another significant commercial advantage.

Governmental ministry[Sector]

What Startups Can Learn 
from Luxembourg’s 
Experiences
Michele Gallo / Director Digital Technologies and Start-up  
at the Ministry of the Economy
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Most important tips for startups:

Create a digital and data strategy for your company.  
This will allow your company to be more competitive in  
the market, improve your product and provide tailored 
added value to customers. 

Have an international outlook. Building your company  
with an international outlook from day one allows you  
to take advantage of new and interesting opportunities.

Examine the ecosystem. Before starting a company, look 
at the parameters of your ecosystem, such as the sector 
expertise of startup incubators and the level of support 
provided by public authorities.

Test your product quickly. Digital products can be 
tested with customers quickly and easily. Doing this will 
provide your startup with the feedback it requires to build 
something customers really need.

-

-

-

-
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Luxembourg has invested in top-level infrastructure to support a digital  

economy, strengthening its ultra-high-speed broadband network and international  

connectivity, developing strong data centers and investing in new technologies.  

In 2019, the country announced its national data-driven strategy, which included  

the creation of Meluxina, a high performance supercomputer that will be operational 

in 2021. “Startups can get involved and work with Meluxina,” Michele says. “There  

will be a team of dedicated experts to help industry, startups and small and  

medium-sized businesses.” 

Michele also believes that an international outlook can benefit all startups –  

a business that is able to grasp opportunities within the EU and internationally  

has more opportunity to grow quickly and become a leader in its sector.  

Luxembourg embraces international relationships and multiculturalism, and this 

attitude has proved an asset. “Luxembourgers are fluent in an average of almost 

four languages,” Michele says. “Almost fifty percent of the population doesn’t have 

Luxembourgish nationality. This mix of languages and cultures gives the country  

a cosmopolitan characteristic that digital startups need to thrive.” He also says that 

Luxembourg’s high quality of life plays an important role in attracting and retaining 

talent to local startups.

Luxembourg has established a strong business ecosystem and Michele believes 

that startups can benefit both from this and from creating their own supportive 

communities. The Ministry of the Economy and Luxinnovation created Startup 

Luxembourg, an initiative to connect, support and promote the Luxembourg 

ecosystem digitally, and the Young Innovative Enterprise Aid grant supports startup 

growth by providing up to €800,000 in funding. These are just two examples of how 

Luxembourg supports its startups. Wherever a founder decides to set up, Michele 

says that they should research the industry expertise of local incubators, consider  

the ease of access to the right decision makers and look into how much support  

they can receive from the public sector. 

Michele believes that startups can learn from Luxembourg’s experiences and prepare 

for the future by following the same steps the Grand Duchy has taken. These include 

having a data and digital strategy in place, being an international company from day 

one and finding the right ecosystem.

About
The Ministry of the Economy’s mission is to support the development of the 

Luxembourg startup ecosystem by granting state aid for research, development and 

innovation projects to private companies. It is also in charge of deploying the national 

data-driven innovation strategy. The Ministry of the Economy and Luxinnovation 

have also launched Startup Luxembourg, a public initiative to connect, support and 

promote the startup ecosystem.

Web: startupluxembourg.com LinkedIn: company/startup-luxembourg  

Twitter: @StartupLu

Email: michele.gallo@eco.etat.lu Telephone:  +352 247 84 151 

[Links]
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founders

Antoine Hron

Starting out in a career in finance, Antoine Hron worked for BNP Paribas before 

taking a role overseeing startup development at Luxinnovation, where he was  

a consultant to early-stage founders and helped create the Fit 4 Start accelerator 

program. After almost seven years there, he decided to apply the knowledge  

and experience he had gained to his own venture, Klin. 

How did Klin get started?

We set up in 2017 here in Luxembourg. While it’s not so innovative compared  

to companies you could get already in London or major cities in Europe like Paris  

or Berlin, when we started it, there was no similar option in Luxembourg. We wanted  

to ease the process of ordering laundry. Historically, you had to look for a dry cleaner 

close to your location, drop off your stuff and then wait almost a week to pick it up.

There are only one or two big actors. There’s no competition, they are the only  

ones on the market and they’re in quite high demand. They struggle to do their  

job correctly so that’s why there was a good opportunity to set up our business.  

We wanted to make it easier, we wanted to make it quicker and we wanted to bring 

in all the new elements we could, such as digitalization and environmentalism, to this 

legacy industry. We decided to offer on-demand laundry that you could order directly 

from your mobile.

What motivated you to start your own company?

I spent seven years working for Luxinnovation, which is the national agency  

for innovation in Luxembourg. After consulting to startups for so long, I definitely 

developed this desire to set up my own business. At the time, I was not looking 

directly at dry cleaning, which is an industry I don’t have any personal links with,  

but I was looking for an industry that would benefit the most from digitalization  

and ecological impact. While I was looking at existing companies that could be 

acquired and modified, one of my former clients approached me and told me about  

a friend of theirs, my cofounder Pit Zens, who might be willing to collaborate. 

The good thing was that he was already way ahead on the elements of the business 

that I didn’t find so interesting – everything concerning the machines to authorization 

from the government. I was more interested in the commercial activities and the 

strategy and so on, so finally we met up and decided to work together. 

Cofounder / Klin
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What are the challenges of introducing new things to a legacy industry?

There are a lot of challenges, both internal and external. We didn’t get any legacy 

backing, so all the operational skills are coming from our employees. They quickly 

became one of our main assets. We wanted good, well-paid employees who would 

ensure a certain quality in our services. Those kind of experienced people are 

generally middle aged, in their forties or fifties, and they’re not as attracted to digital 

technologies, so it was a big challenge for us to push them to use our new system. 

A lot of the external tools that we use were already on the market, and our job was  

to integrate everything and build in some consistency. For example, we work with 

a British company called Spot, which deals with our point-of-sale software.

Why were you attracted to working in the startup ecosystem, rather than sticking 

with a big company? 

I was always attracted to running my own company. Being directly involved in the 

startup system in Luxembourg for so many years just reinforced this. But I would 

say that it was a challenging path. Luxinnovation is a public–private entity, but most 

people ignore the private element and there was a lot of questioning around whether 

a public agency is able to give tips and consultancy to startup founders. For me, I saw 

that as a challenge: to be able to say I did this for seven years and I will prove to you 

that I’m able to do it myself by setting up my own company.

What kind of support did you get from that ecosystem?

It’s a bit of a tricky question given my legacy. As I worked for Luxinnovation for  

seven years, I was already aware of the subsidies and the support and so on that  

I could access. To be honest, as an entrepreneur working on industrial activities,  

the kind of support you are looking for is definitely financial. I was aware of the 

different things I could access and I did it by myself. 

My point is not that Luxinnovation and our partnership was not important  

in a daily way, but as I was working there, I didn’t ask them for a lot of support.  

I met them because it was necessary during the process of submitting my 

applications for approval and they did the job well. Knowing the different tools 

available and organizations such as Technoport definitely helped us facilitate  

things early on.
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You need to be resilient. 
Your idea almost 
certainly won’t work 
immediately, so you 
can’t give up.
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Did Luxembourg’s work culture impact your decision to move here?

Not at all. I’ve always worked in Luxembourg – I’ve been here nearly fifteen years – 

but I’m originally from the southeast of France. At the end of my studies at business 

school, I had the option to take my first job in the banking industry in Luxembourg, 

and I also had personal reasons to move. The banking industry here is really strongly 

linked to back-office activities, which are definitely not the most interesting aspects  

of the sector, so that’s why I switched to working with startups and consultancies  

and finally to starting my own companies. 

The thing I like about Luxembourg is that it’s like a blank slate. There are a lot 

of opportunities, and although there are a lot of things missing from the city, I’m 

attracted to the opportunities and it’s a great place to meet entrepreneurs who  

share the same mindset as me.

How was that conducive to the kind of work you wanted to do and finding the 

people you wanted to work with? 

In Luxembourg, there are fewer things for young people to do than in Paris or Berlin 

but there are tons of work opportunities. The city is great for entrepreneurs but 

it depends on what kind of service you can offer because at the end of the day, 

Luxembourg is a very small place. Generally, the big European actors are not looking 

to go to Luxembourg because the internal market is not important enough. However, 

if you are starting from scratch, that small internal market can be advantageous 

because you can get really quick feedback from the market and you could really 

quickly pivot to adapt your product or your services.

So while it’s great for founders, I have to be really transparent in saying that it’s  

really far from big cities such as London, Paris or Berlin, so you can’t have the  

same expectations. Even though it’s a capital city, it’s a small city, so at the end  

of the day it really depends on the industry you’re involved in. 
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Klin is an environmentally friendly on-demand laundry service founded with  

the goal of modernizing dry cleaning and tackling pollution in the industry.  

It uses biodegradable solutions to reduce chemical waste and optimizes  

energy consumption.

Web: klin.lu LinkedIn: company/klin-lu Facebook: klinluxembourg 

Instagram: klinluxembourg Twitter: @klin_moien

[About]

[Links]

What advice would you give to early-stage founders?

You need to be resilient. Your idea almost certainly won’t work immediately, so you 

can’t give up. You need to continue with your own ideas and in the meantime be open 

to advice and ideas from external partners. Most of all, you need to be passionate. 

Even if you don’t have the most innovative idea in the ecosystem, which was the case 

for us, if you are passionate in what you do, you can easily manage to convince your 

counterparts. I’m passionate when I’m selling the idea of Klin and I’m certain that was 

part of our partners’ decision to work with us rather than our competitors. 

What is the best decision you have made in your career?

The one I have in mind is simply the fact that I set up my company. I’m one hundred 

percent sure that I made the right decision because even if it doesn’t work – I don’t 

know what the future will bring – for me personally it was probably my best decision 

because I’m totally in line with myself.
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What are your top work essentials?

If you give me a good computer, a good coffee  

and a relaxed place to work, I’m good to go.

What’s the best piece of advice you’ve been given?

Believe in what you do.

What’s your greatest skill?

I never give up and I’m quick and clean when I work.

What book has most influenced you?

Papillon by Henri Charrière.

Favorite positive habit?

Cooking and eating well. 
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Caroline Assaf

Originally from Lebanon, Caroline is nothing short of a globetrotter. She has lived 

abroad for more than two decades, with stints in Dubai, France, Australia and 

Canada before settling in Luxembourg. Caroline has multisectoral management 

experience in the corporate, nonprofit and public sectors, but in 2019, she founded 

CoCoWorld, a peer-learning platform and social enterprise that aims to nurture  

a culture of communication and connection among young people. 

How did you make the pivot towards becoming a social entrepreneur? 

When I moved to Canada in 2011, I decided to make a career shift. I started an MA  

in Sustainable Development at the Harvard Extension School and I quickly realized 

that sustainability is a huge field. It took me a bit of time to work out where to make  

an impact. 

Where I come from, Lebanon, education was at the heart of community support and it 

was the ticket for me to change my life. I realized that if I wanted to make a meaningful 

impact, I needed to start in the education sector and with young people, empowering 

them to build the confidence and competence to communicate and connect with 

their communities, share knowledge and broaden perspectives. This is where the 

whole concept for CoCoWorld originated. 

So what does that look like in practice today? 

Our first product, which we launched in February 2020, is a peer learning system that 

allows young people to engage with different social impact topics. The first topic we 

wanted to explore was the transition from education to employment. We developed 

a methodology in which each person can go on the platform, follow a self-designed 

curriculum and then share their thoughts and reflections in a vlog with their peers. 

This way, whether someone’s an introvert or an extrovert, they have the chance to 

have an equal voice. 

The second product, which is probably the signature product, is a peer studying 

platform that uses lots of different tools, including AI, to enable young people to 

create a sense of community. They can reach out to each other and study with  

one another either in the form of peer tutoring, group study or one-on-one studies. 

Founding Director / CoCoWorld 
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Part of our growth is to experiment and learn. As our audience evolves, our tools 

will evolve. For us, the most important thing is to make sure that everything we’re 

designing is actually inspired and influenced by our mission, which is to create the 

best conditions possible for people to feel safe, confident and competent enough  

to share knowledge. While the content can vary, it’s these conditions that matter,  

and we’re tracking and evaluating the interactions on the platforms along the way. 

There are plenty of digital platforms out there demanding the attention of young 

people. Do you feel like CoCoWorld has to compete for that attention? 

I don’t necessarily think we’re asking for attention on the platform. We’re asking 

for attention on the topics. We want young people to take their time to educate 

themselves about topics that could define their future, whether that’s their personal 

future or their future as a generation. Maybe these topics aren’t usually on the agenda 

for them because their circumstances don’t expose them to it. They could be too busy 

focusing on academic subjects at school or perhaps issues like emotional intelligence 

or climate change aren’t discussed at home. 

So we’re not fighting for their attention overall. We want to bring to their attention 

the key issues that will define their future and we want to provide them with the 

confidence and competence to have an opinion about them. 

So what advice would you give to young entrepreneurs starting out? What do you 

wish someone had told you? 

Everyone is telling you to be an entrepreneur, but I think sometimes people 

underestimate your lived context. People will tell you to follow your passion, which is 

great, but you need to be pragmatic as well and ask whether your circumstances allow 

you to follow your passion. It’s easy for us to talk but there are people who can afford 

to do it and those who cannot afford to do it. Sometimes your circumstances mean 

you just need to take a steady job. 

What I say to people is that it’s secondary whether you can afford to be an 

entrepreneur or not. What matters is that you adopt an entrepreneurial mindset  

in your everyday life. Whether you’re an employee at a big company or facing issues  

in your personal life, you can be a major problem solver with this mindset. When you 

decide to start your own company, this will carry through. 
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No matter what  
your circumstances  
or background, 
nobody can stop  
you from adopting  
an entrepreneurial 
mindset.
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Let’s not set entrepreneurs up as gods. An entrepreneur is just someone who  

is willing to take a risk and maybe their circumstances allow them to take these risks. 

Sometimes people are in situations where they cannot do this, where they have  

a family to support or really need the income from a day job. If you’re in a country  

where you can’t get government support to pursue an initiative, you can’t do it either. 

But no matter what your circumstances or background, nobody can stop you from 

adopting an entrepreneurial mindset. That’s what matters most because you can 

succeed when you’re ready. You need a mindset that is based on growth, on your 

curiosity to always grow and learn from your failures. You can call it what you want  

but you need to be willing to learn to grow and evolve. I think if each one of us does 

this, the human race will reach a better place. 

What are some of your key work habits? How do you stay self-disciplined? 

I wouldn’t necessarily say I have thought a lot about discipline. I love what I’m doing.  

I don’t really feel like I’m forcing myself to do anything. Back when I was working for  

a corporate company in high positions, I needed discipline because I needed to prove 

to senior people that I was good at what I was doing. Today I don’t have to prove 

anything to anyone. Most of the time, I’m excited to come to the office because I want 

to learn more and I want to see how close I can get to the goals I have set for myself. 

There are parts of what I do that I’m good at; there are areas where I need to develop. 

It’s not like I’m creating a structure for myself. I’m going with the flow with this 

business and with this idea that human capital is the most untapped resource  

in the world. I believe in it. People around us have so much knowledge and experience. 

I just want to optimize this capital so a new generation can begin sharing this 

knowledge and automatically raise their collective intelligence. If I succeed through 

CoCoWorld then fine, fantastic. If I don’t, then I know what I’m going to keep doing 

because I believe in the power of knowledge. 
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CoCoWorld is a peer-learning platform and research unit dedicated to the simple 

yet powerful idea that communication and knowledge can transform young 

peoples’ lives. Working with Luxembourg’s Ministry of Education, it provides young 

people with the opportunity to engage with topics of social importance and build 

collaborative networks. 

Web: thecocoworld.com LinkedIn: company/coco-world

[About]

[Links]

Why Luxembourg? 

I didn’t choose Luxembourg. I came for personal reasons. But I realized Luxembourg 

is a hidden gem. The fabric of the people and society in Luxembourg is very 

multicultural and cosmopolitan, but at the same time it has maybe the density and 

the lifestyle of a more remote area. So it has the best of both worlds, and it’s so close 

to everything else in Europe that if you want a big city you can go to Brussels or 

Germany really quickly. 

Sometimes when you think about entrepreneurship and success, you think about 

people, product and time, but we underestimate the importance of place. If I wasn’t 

in Luxembourg, maybe I wouldn’t be where I am today. My business is in companies 

and organizations that are linked to government institutions. Being able to access 

ministers and people in government institutions is so difficult in other places but  

in Luxembourg, it’s a very agile environment, and reaching out to decision makers  

is not as complicated as in other countries.

I was able to meet a representative from the Ministry of Education and secure  

funding of half a million euros. I set up the company in June 2019, we got the  

funding approved in October and we got the money in 2020. It’s been a very  

positive experience so far, and we’ve grown the team. 
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At what age did you found your company? 

Forty.

What’s the most valuable piece of advice you’ve  

been given? 

You only live once.

What do you do every morning or the night before  

to prepare for the day ahead? 

I prepare my lunchbox with hot meals. 

What book has most influenced your career? 

Big Magic by Elizabeth Gilbert. 

What favorite positive habit have you cultivated? 

The Wim Hof breathing technique.
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Christophe Folschette

Christophe Folschette grew up in Luxembourg, but moved to Germany to study 

computer science at the Technical University of Munich. After graduation, he 

landed his first job in management consulting with Accenture. Two years later,  

in 2009, he and his partners started Talkwalker. Initially designed as a search 

engine, the company has grown into conversational-intelligence software that 

allows companies to successfully protect, measure and promote their brands 

through efficient use and interpretation of their data. 

What was the deciding factor for you to start your own company?

I was in management consulting for a year and a half, which taught me a lot about 

working techniques but in the end, didn’t inspire me. I wanted to found something 

and that was the main reason why I started Talkwalker: to create something that  

helps clients and enables them to build a team around them to help them get there.

What is Talkwalker? 

Talkwalker is a conversational-intelligence company. We work with brands to help 

them optimize their marketing return on investments, create better products and 

increase customer loyalty. It’s all based on the analytics of social data, media data 

and publicly available data, as well as internal data, such as call-center data and 

survey data. We leverage pretty much all of the conversations that are happening 

inside and outside of an organization, extract insights and provide solutions. Basically, 

our customers want their marketing managers, brand managers, digital managers, 

researchers and consumer researchers to better understand their own customers, 

their market and their brand and then take the right actions in order to accelerate  

and grow their business.

How did the business idea come about? 

Around twelve years ago, there was pretty much Google, and Google just gave you 

an answer to a question, but there was no way to get insights about a specific topic 

you wanted to learn more about. All of that data was readily available but it was not 

utilized. You could enter “How many people care about dark chocolate in the UK?” 

for example. I told myself that the key to solve this question was analyzing publicly 

available social data instead of running costly surveys. Plus, this would lead to much 

more detailed information.  

Founder and Partner / Talkwalker
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You’d find out that people in the UK like dark chocolate but with a lemon flavor,  

for example. But the data available was too complex: there were and are millions  

and millions of data sets around news, blogs, message boards. Now consider the 

rise of social media: Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, YouTube. It got very complicated 

to collect all of that data and provide a simple, unified way to derive insights out of 

that data, and that’s pretty much where the idea came from. We wanted to create 

something that would make this data actionable within organizations. 

Talkwalker started as a search engine, so it was very simple to extract things to 

classify the data into different business categories, but then we began building  

it out more on the analytics side in order to do deeper analyses on top of the data  

that was already there.

What were some of your early struggles or challenges?

The first challenge was to create the search engine, but we had some of that 

knowledge already. My cofounder started a search engine at the age of sixteen  

and created Luxembourg’s largest search engine, which was small, but it was still  

big for the country. Based on this knowledge, we built the first product of Talkwalker. 

Then the challenge was to see who should use this product. There were so many 

different use cases but it was about finding the one where customers wanted to pay 

money to use it. Luckily, we found our first customer and we were able to pay for our 

server costs. 

The second challenge came after two years, when we didn’t have any money to pay 

salaries. You just feel like you’re doing it all wrong but in the end, you have to convince 

yourself you’re doing something right. Finding this balance was a really big challenge. 

Back then, we didn’t go for VC money. I think the market was not yet as mature as it 

is today. You didn’t have this whole ecosystem yet, so finding the first large sums of 

money to invest into the business was tough. But we needed the funds because we 

wanted engineers and the initial sales people to take this to market. We got lucky with 

that – we found the funds and this helped us to accelerate and build our tech team. 

As a logical step, we also found a handful of clients that had been able to accelerate, 

but it was the initial money that was the most difficult to find and a big challenge for 

us in the beginning. 
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The most important 
part is believing in 
yourself and getting 
things done.
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Is there anything you wish you had known or done differently? 

You always realize later that you should have done things differently. I think we should 

have raised money earlier. This would have saved us one or two years. We created 

a company in Luxembourg and expanded into the German and French markets and 

grew into other European markets, then to the United States in 2015. In hindsight,  

I also think we would have accelerated into the United States market faster, but we 

would have been at a different stage today. 

What do you like about the Luxembourg market for starting up?

We had our first office in Luxembourg. That was the right choice because we were 

able to serve our first clients. Luxembourg is an international country, so we were 

also able to search for other clients throughout the rest of Europe. When we went 

to Germany, they thought we were German. When we went to France, they thought 

we were French. We have a little accent, but this was a good decision overall, as it 

allowed us to cut costs by having a central office, as well as to promote team bonding 

by sitting together rather than being isolated in satellite offices. Luxembourg has also 

done an amazing job in building different types of incubators that welcome startups, 

provide them with infrastructure and a network and help them raise money. This has 

really developed quite impressively in the past ten years. I think we really sold it here 

in terms of welcoming startups. 

The state also supports young companies a lot through different types of state aid 

that can help you build a sustainable business. I think that’s amazing. Then I think you 

don’t have to bother about the competitors that you would have in Berlin or Munich 

in Germany. Rent is expensive in Luxembourg yet people don’t jump around so much, 

which helps build a strong team, so I think there are many benefits to being based  

in Luxembourg. 
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Talkwalker is a social media analytics and media monitoring tool that helps brands 

optimize their communication using AI-powered technology. The platform measures 

and analyzes online conversations in real time across social media to promote and 

protect brands worldwide. 

Web: talkwalker.com LinkedIn: company/talkwalker Facebook: talkwalker

Instagram: talkwalker Twitter: @talkwalker

[About]

[Links]

Startups built from Luxembourg can later be extended to Europe without any 

problems. Whereas, if you’re out of Germany, it’s always complicated to sell to France, 

and if you’re in France, it’s always complicated to sell to Germany. It’s a cultural  

thing. We’re in Luxembourg, so we are the bridge between the two countries. We say, 

when you have your lunch, you eat the quality of the French with the quantity of the 

Germans. Not to say that I think there’s a rivalry between the two, but it’s a different 

attitude. When you’re selling into Germany, they want to test for six months and then 

they buy because of quality, and when you’re selling into France, you sell and then 

during the first six months, you’re evaluating; that’s the difference and that’s what  

we have experienced as the bridge that is Luxembourg. 

What advice would you give people looking to start a business?

I think the most important part is about believing in yourself and getting things done. 

You can think about months and years and lose months and years. You can come up 

with a strategy or business plan, but everything will play out differently afterwards.  

I say, just get it done and take a step-by-step approach, and try not to look five years 

into the future. Have an ambition on where you want to go, but then have a smaller 

plan in the early months, quarter by quarter, because you can’t plan everything and 

unfortunately, you will never be able to execute the plan that you initially set up  

in the beginning.
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What are your top work essentials?

A great culture, great team and something inspiring  

to do.

At what age did you found your company?

Twenty-six.

What’s your most used app?

Gmail. 

What’s the most valuable piece of advice you’ve  

been given?

Study something technical. Business can be learned  

by anyone.

What’s your greatest skill?

Being open-minded.
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François Cordier

François Cordier always knew he wanted to be an entrepreneur and has enjoyed 

working with his hands since a young age. As a child, he was passionate about 

construction and worked for a masonry company in his village. He studied 

engineering but eventually left university to become an apprentice in timber 

construction. He registered the Leko trademark in 2009 but spent several more 

years learning and traveling before officially founding Leko Labs five years later. 

François’s mission was to accelerate the world toward more sustainability  

in construction, and this aim continues to drive him as he grows Leko Labs. 

What initially inspired you to build your own company?

When you start with a blank page, you can erase everything you knew so far and start 

with a brand-new idea. That’s what we did. That’s where the magic happens. You can 

develop things that make sense for the twenty-first century, not for the twentieth 

century. That’s where my personal drive comes from.

You say the raison d’être of Leko Labs is to drive the world toward sustainable 

construction. Can you explain this a bit more?

People in Europe are used to building with concrete and people from the concrete 

industry don’t want to shift. Concrete is very stable, it’s soundproof and fireproof, 

and advanced timber solutions, for example, don’t have those benefits. We had to 

develop something that emitted zero carbon, performed better than concrete, and 

that would shift people away from concrete, so in 2015, we started working on a 

brand-new lattice superstructure technology. What we have now is lighter, stronger 

and super insulated because it’s a twin lattice system, meaning the acoustic comfort 

is greater than concrete, and you also gain a lot of living surface. In most countries 

in Europe, when you build a new dwelling, you have to net nearly zero energy. If you 

do that with concrete and traditional methods, you need super-thick walls: twenty-

four centimeters of concrete and the same of insulation. We were able to propose 

something up to forty percent thinner. Our proof of success is that our customers who 

only bought concrete prior decided to sign with us for big projects. It’s proof that our 

technology is shifting the industry. 

Founder and CEO / Leko Labs
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What were some of the early challenges you faced and how did you  

overcome them? 

We actually had to pivot maybe twenty times. In the beginning, we wanted to build 

single-family prefabricated houses with state-of-the-art architecture and a lot of 

automation. We wanted to address a very premium niche market but the technology 

wasn’t there yet. We thought that starting a company with a new brand and a good 

marketing concept would be enough but this was a mistake. So, we decided to go 

back to the roots of Leko, to our engineering DNA, and develop something really 

disruptive. We had to figure out what the market really wanted and how to address 

that challenge. 

What would you say was the biggest pivot?

The main pivot was when we moved to Luxembourg in 2017. We almost reset  

the entire company and ended the story that we started in France. We went from 

single-family houses to focusing on the development of the superstructure. When 

you build a new construction material and put it on the market here, you don’t need 

certification, so we were completely free to develop. We had the chance to build  

the first proof of concept and sign on with a contractor for a prototype at one-to-one 

scale. That’s actually the house you see on our website. However, it was like the Wild 

West, where the contractor said they liked our technology – they were a concrete 

builder – but they didn’t know if it was going to be a success. They told us to build  

a house and if it was successful, they’d pay us, and if it was a failure, they’d destroy  

the house, and no one would see a penny. We shook hands, built the house, got paid, 

and that’s the beginning of the Luxembourg story. 

What do you believe was your biggest mistake and what did you learn?

I think making mistakes is fundamental. I make tons of mistakes every day. What’s also 

fundamental is not reproducing those mistakes. Some of the mistakes I’ve made have 

to do with hiring the wrong people or spending money on completely useless things, 

but that’s part of the learning curve. The learning curve costs a lot of money – it’s why 

a lot of startups burn so much cash. There’s always a balance of what you are able to 

learn and how much you spend to learn it and how much you have left in the bank to 

survive and start the next chapter. 
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Overnight success takes 
years to achieve.
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What was your best decision as a founder?

At the beginning of 2020, we decided to launch the second generation of our product. 

This meant we had to trash almost five years of development, three patents, millions 

in investment and start again from scratch. Putting the past in the trash and starting 

again turned out to be a big success.

What was unexpected and unique about being a founder in your industry?

When I approached this market, I figured out it’s kind of a mafia. The industry is run 

by people who are older and don’t care as much about the planet. When we finished 

building our prototype, the contractor wanted to buy our company for nothing. I think 

what was most unexpected was that people really tried to kill us and that it’s part 

of the business. I learned that you have to make sure you are legally and financially 

strong and are able to anticipate what can happen next. In the past two years,  

we have learned to work under the radar while signing big projects. 

What makes your team unique?

A strength, and possible weakness, is that we have people from multiple industries. 

We have people from all over the world from construction, aerospace, automotive 

and chemistry, to name a few. This is super cool because then you can really reinvent 

things but it does mean that as a founder I have to be completely open-minded and 

think differently every day. It also means that you may disrupt too much, and your 

team will be disconnected from the operational side because people haven’t mastered 

each other’s industries. Automotive people won’t know about the construction 

industry and don’t have architectural knowledge, for example. For me, I have to find 

ways of staying the glue of the company, especially while it’s growing. 

What advice would you give to early-stage entrepreneurs?

It’s necessary to sometimes step back and really think about the decisions you’re 

making. As a founder, you think that you have to work twelve to fifteen hours a day, 

six days a week, without taking any vacations. This is a mistake. You need some time 

to step back. We are like computers, where sometimes you have to reset the memory 

or the computer won’t function anymore. Good work–life balance is really important. 

It’s a marathon, not a sprint, so you have to be in good health and know that it will  

take years before you succeed. I strongly believe that overnight success takes  

years to achieve.
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Leko Labs brings makers from many industries across the world together  

to combat climate change through innovations in construction. With the vision  

to give everyone the chance to have sustainable housing, the company creates  

an efficient and eco-friendly superstructure building material that’s 40 percent 

thinner than concrete, three times more resistant and upcycles fuelwood.

Web: lekolabs.com LinkedIn: company/lekolabs Facebook: lekolabs

[About]

[Links]

Can you tell us a bit about being a founder in Luxembourg? What do you like and 

what do you hope changes in the future?

Luxembourg is a small country and it’s right in the middle of Europe, so you have 

direct access to policy makers locally and it’s really international. You can access  

the German market, the Belgian market and you are very close to Switzerland as well. 

Also, you have the freedom to start from scratch, to make mistakes. Overall, it’s  

a good environment to start a business.  

What are you most proud of as a founder and what are you still working on?

What I’m most proud of is that we succeeded in signing big contracts with  

existing contractors who are former big concrete addicts. We started a couple of 

years ago with that mission in mind, and it is still driving the company. Now we have 

a product and an approach to the market and a solution that is executing this vision.  

When you have a very innovative product, you also have to have a very innovative 

distribution strategy. We have a direct-to-customer approach, which is really time-

consuming and costs a lot of money but is necessary. The product is not a challenge 

for us. The problem is figuring out how to address the market in the most efficient 

way without losing our value and getting feedback from the market. We want to 

communicate a positive message and show our product performs far better than  

what exists now and show that we always innovate not only on the product side  

but also in how we distribute it. 
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What are your top work essentials?

Alone time to work most effectively. 

At what age did you found your company?

Twenty-seven.

What’s your most used app?

Gmail and Google Docs. 

What’s the most valuable piece of advice you’ve  

been given?

Be calm and don’t overreact.

What’s your greatest skill?

Always staying positive. 
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Tom Michels

Tom Michels fits the entrepreneurial archetype of seeing a problem and 

immediately innovating toward a fitting solution. Together with his four cofounders, 

he identified that most barbershops and salons could only be booked via phone. 

They saw this as a pain point and so visited barbers and hairdressers with the first 

version of a potential digital solution. After being turned away many times, they 

built the first prototype and decided to forge ahead anyhow, convinced of the 

concept’s value. Tom cofounded Salonkee while completing his master’s studies  

in 2016 and since then the platform has been adopted by many hair professionals. 

You started Salonkee with the idea to book barbers and hairdressers online.  

How has the product evolved since then?

We started with just a booking platform that was linked to a digital calendar.  

Once we had our foot in the door, we realized barbershops and salons needed  

many more digital solutions for point of sale, product stock management, marketing, 

newsletters, loyalty points and that kind of thing. They wanted to have statistics  

to see how much revenue they were receiving and other things you can track more 

easily with digital tools than on paper. We went from the idea of booking online to  

a fully fledged salon-management solution. We started small and then step by step 

we built up and got more traction. 

Why do you think this kind of idea didn’t have traction before?

Three years ago, the discussion we were having with businesses was about  

whether they should go digital, and now it’s about what digital tools they should 

use. For a barbershop, it’s easier because you usually just need a thirty-minute 

appointment. If you have a salon appointment, there are more factors and you also 

need to know if there is a pause in between helping one customer where you can 

take another customer. If you want to automate this so it works really well via online 

booking, it’s very complex. The challenge kept these businesses away from digital.  

I think that’s one of the reasons why we managed to get such a high market share.  

We got in touch with salons and chose a more in-person strategy to understand  

their needs. It also helped that we were really conscious of the ease of usability  

of the product.

Cofounder and CEO / Salonkee
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What were some of your early challenges and how did you overcome them?

We learned a lot throughout the whole process. When I look back, there’s a lot that 

was helpful and that could have gone wrong. What was really helpful was that  

we talked to our customers very early to really get an understanding of what they 

needed because we didn’t have the internal expertise. We admitted this from day one. 

We didn’t want to develop for three years and then have something nobody wanted  

to use. Really getting that product–market fit early was very important so we could 

focus more on how to scale it and bring it to more salons in a cost-effective manner. 

What was also really helpful for us is that the five cofounders all have different 

expertise. We work very well together. If I had founded Salonkee on my own, it would 

have been much tougher. 

What do you believe was your biggest mistake as a founder?

In the beginning, we were thinking more about just booking online. We weren’t 

thinking about a point-of-sale system, marketing or any of those features. That initial 

assumption was too narrow to capture the market, because if you have a digital 

calendar in your salon, you don’t want to use another system for other things.  

You want to have one system. The pivot we made from an online booking calendar  

to a fully fledged system that actually replaces all other systems and processes  

is proving to be the right decision. 

What do you think was your best decision?

One decision that had a major impact was closing our first funding round. At the 

beginning, we were just a small team and we had more of a project-based mindset. 

We wanted to see where it would go. Our growth really came after we closed our seed 

funding of one million euros to grow the team and recruit salons. It was a very strong 

amplifier and it really helped us accelerate our growth. 

The other important decision we made is how we hire. We try to hire fast, but we are 

very selective. We want to build a good company culture, hire people who fit the team 

and who have the right ambition and mindset. We often hire more based on mindset 

than just on hard skills. If you’re motivated and have the right basic skills, you’ll learn 

the rest very quickly once you’re a part of the company. 
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Focusing on  
product–market fit early 
is very important.
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Tom Michels / Salonkee

Are there things you wish you’d known before becoming a founder?

No school or theory can prepare you for being a founder and entrepreneur. You have 

to be willing to learn every day and test, adapt and change all the time. It’s really just 

about starting. Just try, and if it doesn’t work, then at least you tried. If I started over 

again, I would probably try to raise funds even earlier but other than that, I can’t point 

to one specific thing I wish I’d known or done differently. 

Have you experienced any pushback from potentially getting rid of jobs?

Most of the salons, with a few exceptions, don’t have receptionists. You have to be  

a really big salon to have someone just taking calls and managing appointments. 

Mostly, answering phones is an annoyance for people who have to stop cutting hair 

to pick up the phone. We’re not replacing jobs like bigger B2B software services that 

replace a whole department. It’s more that we’re replacing that pain point of having 

to stop work and answer the phone frequently. As well, salon owners are no longer 

spending their weekends doing their accounting on paper. We’ve helped them save  

a lot of time. We did have to build up that trust with them and show them how to use 

the platform. We even go to salons and train whole teams for a few hours so they’re 

good to go. That really helps people get over the barrier of not wanting to go digital. 

What impact do you believe you’ve had so far?

In Luxembourg specifically, three years ago there were basically zero salons you  

could book online. Today, I can quite confidently say that Luxembourg’s hair and 

beauty salons are among the most digitalized in Europe. We are proud to have 

been the main driver for this trend. There’s been a very big impact in terms of going 

from paper to digital. People are also changing their habits from calling to booking 

whenever they want online. For salon managers, there’s less phone time, less 

accounting and management done on paper, and fewer evenings and weekends 

spent managing their business. They can focus more on growing their business  

and getting more customers. 
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Salonkee is a digital platform for barbershops and salons. On the customer-facing 

side, its platform includes user-friendly, 24/7 booking, automated appointment 

reminders and other services. The platform also allows salon owners to manage 

bookings, marketing, finances and more, and is designed for ease of use  

and efficiency.

Web: salonkee.lu LinkedIn: company/salonkee Facebook: salonkee.lu 

Instagram: salonkee_lu

[About]

[Links]

What advice would you give people in the early stages of starting up?

What worked well for us was to get that product–market fit as early as possible by 

talking to customers before trying to grow and scale. What I often see is companies 

trying to scale without having a real product–market fit. They spend a lot of money  

on sales, but the product is not what the market is expecting or hoping for. I really 

think having that nailed down first is essential, because then when you hire a sales 

team, for instance, you know that you have a product that is accepted by the market 

and that will sell faster and more efficiently. Focusing on product–market fit early  

is very important.

What’s been your experience as a founder in Luxembourg and what do you like 

about it?

What’s interesting in Luxembourg is that it’s quite international. I was born in 

Luxembourg and from the beginning you speak multiple languages – German, French, 

English and Luxembourgish – which helps if you want to expand to other countries. 

Language is less of a problem. The ecosystem is also quite international. People 

working here come from surrounding countries and speak English. You can attract 

talent to Luxembourg because you can get quite far with English. The ecosystem is 

building up more and more. There’s government aid, more programs, more incubators, 

more events for founders and a much more dynamic ecosystem overall than there was 

four or five years ago. It’s also in the center of Europe so if you found your company 

in Luxembourg, from day one you have the mentality that it will most likely not be 

your main country. It will be where you test and launch and then go abroad. I imagine 

if you were to start a business in France or Germany, for example, you’d focus on that 

country for a long time and going abroad would be complicated. In Luxembourg, 

you know it’s just too small, so from day one you think about growing abroad.
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What are your top work essentials?

My laptop, Slack and my four cofounders.

At what age did you found your company?

Twenty-five.

What’s are your most used apps?

Slack and Zoho CRM.

What’s the most valuable piece of advice you’ve  

been given?

Have a good product–market fit before you focus  

on scaling.

What’s your greatest skill?

Keeping calm in hectic situations and holding on  

to the vision and strategy. 
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House of Training

176

schools

Come open and ready to learn.
Prospective learners should not only be open  
to gaining new ideas and skills, but also to sharing 
their learning with other people. You should want  
to grow with other learners and be ready to turn 
theory into practice.

Identify your needs.
House of Training has over one thousand courses  
and workshops, so you should understand your own 
needs and what skills you’re looking to gain. Having 
clear learning objectives is vital. 

Build bridges. 
The institute accepts new school and university 
graduates, but it’s recommended that you have 
professional experience prior to starting your learning 
journey. People who have some real-world experience 
are usually better prepared to link theoretical and 
practical knowledge during their education. 

Be active in the Luxembourg economy.
House of Training was launched in part to boost 
Luxembourg’s companies and economy, so learners 
should be prepared to contribute to and play an active 
role in the country’s ecosystem. 

-

-

-

-
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House of Training

Students per year: 20,000–25,000

houseoftraining.lu 

“Our goal is to provide multisectoral training courses tailored  
to the needs of individuals and enterprises to ensure 
competitiveness and sustainability. We believe vocational training  
is key to successfully developing entrepreneurs and businesses.”

House of Training

[Apply to]

Launched in 2015, House of Training provides entrepreneurs, professionals and  

other individuals with a comprehensive toolbox of practical skills. An initiative  

of the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce and the Luxembourg Bankers’ Association, 

the institute offers vocational courses in twenty domains, including entrepreneurship 

and personal development, human resources, marketing and law. Workshops and 

training sessions in finance, commerce, architecture, real estate, communications  

and much more are on offer. 

House of Training has a number of programs that result in a diploma or degree but its 

emphasis is on career-focused practical education. It aims to provide quality training 

to support companies, managers and employees in skills development, in order  

to prepare them for the challenges of the future and to support the Luxembourg 

ecosystem. It partners with a community of professional organizations and industry 

experts to ensure its offerings are practical and relevant, and helps learners to identify 

their needs and find the most appropriate course to achieve their goals.

Students come from a range of backgrounds, with aspiring entrepreneurs planning  

to launch a company, professionals working towards a career pivot and people looking 

to upskill in their current jobs all represented. Popular courses for entrepreneurs and 

aspiring founders include the Business Management Toolbox, the Starter Toolbox, 

Preparing to Set Up a Business and Project Management for Managers.

[Enrollment]

[Name]

Web: houseoftraining.lu LinkedIn: company/house-of-training  

Facebook: HouseoftrainingLuxembourg Instagram: houseoftraining Twitter: @houseoftraining

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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de l’Économie
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Have the relevant qualifications.
For bachelor’s programs, you need to have a high 
school diploma equivalent to an EQF Level 4. 
While there are exceptions, this is a universal basic 
prerequisite for enrollment. Entry to master’s  
programs requires a bachelor’s degree. 

Be employed.
As ISEC degrees are designed for working 
professionals, you must currently have a part-time 
or full-time contract with a company to qualify  
for enrollment. 

Be a trainee.
If you are not currently employed but are a trainee  
or intern at a company, that qualifies you for certain 
ISEC degree paths. Be sure to check with the school  
to make sure your job status matches the degree.

Be prepared to tackle practical problems.
Students learn to address complex entrepreneurial 
issues as well as real challenges from daily working life.

-

-

-

-
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ISEC

Total enrollment: 103 (2021)

info@isec.lu 

“We offer internationally recognized academic degrees designed 
for professionals who want to continue working while developing 
their skills. Our educational model blends theoretical and practical 
learning and helps boost the Luxembourgish economy.”

ISEC

[Apply to]

Formed by the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce and the Chamber of Crafts  

in 2015, ISEC (Institut Supérieur de l’Économie) offers part-time bachelor’s and 

master’s programs designed for professionals. ISEC’s practical training methodology 

is aimed at fulfilling the needs of the Luxembourgish economic system and lets 

students gain knowledge and skills without sacrificing their careers. The university 

has close ties to employer’s associations and local companies and has built  

a cooperative network of partner universities.

Students at ISEC learn to apply theory in a practical, business-driven manner.  

For every theoretical concept learned in the classroom, there is a matching business 

practice that proves its value. Bachelor’s and master’s students learn to address 

complex entrepreneurial issues as well as problems from the everyday working world. 

Students may even opt to create their own business models for their final thesis. 

One of ISEC’s most popular degrees is the Bachelor of Arts in Business 

Administration, which is offered in collaboration with FOM University. The practical 

program is a thorough introduction for students looking to graduate with the business 

and economics knowledge to navigate challenges as an entrepreneur and in 

corporate settings. Coursework includes introductions to scientific methodologies 

and business law and examination of turnaround management. Graduates can jump 

into careers in HR, project management, business controlling, finance and more. ISEC 

also offers a series of academic programs in collaboration with Université de Lorraine 

to develop the competencies of working professionals.

ISEC aims to promote a whole value-chain approach to higher education for lifelong 

learners. The school’s degrees are awarded in accordance with the Bologna standard, 

and students can earn ECTS credits for work placements or in-company training. 

Tuition costs vary depending on the program, with master’s programs around €8,500 

and bachelor’s up to €16,040. 

[Enrollment]

[Name]

Web: isec.lu LinkedIn: company/isecluxembourg Facebook: isec.lu[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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Have curiosity about the digital world.
Students don’t need to have any prior technical or 
coding knowledge. We are looking for participants  
who have an interest in the digital realm and are 
curious to discover different technological areas  
and applications.

Be eager to learn and apply technology in a creative 
or real business context. 
We are looking for creative minds who learn 
to come up with ideas and digital solutions to  
real-world challenges.
 
Be open to working in collaboration with others.  
We encourage a dynamic learning environment mainly 
based on teamwork and creation in small groups.

Enjoy working on hands-on projects. 
Everything is about the development of products 
based around creative and innovative ideas coming 
from the participants’ minds.

-

-

-

-
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Luxembourg Tech School

Total enrollment: 220 (2021)

techschool.lu/contact

“We are an extracurricular school supporting the development  
of future digital leaders. We welcome students aged eleven  
to nineteen who are passionate about the digital realm and eager  
to learn and apply technology in a real business context.”

Luxembourg Tech School

[Apply to]

Luxembourg Tech School (LTS) was founded in 2016. It provides extracurricular  

and elective classes focused on digital and business skills and creativity throughout 

the school year. A three-part business and technology program is offered to over  

two hundred students in ten partner schools throughout Luxembourg, composing  

of three blocks of twelve weeks. 

Level GO is for eleven- to fourteen-year-olds and covers creative coding,  

digital thinking and interaction design. Level 1 is for fifteen- to nineteen-year-olds 

and includes game development, big data, financial technologies and UX design.  

The final year, Level Up, teaches sixteen- to nineteen-year-olds about space 

resources and robotics, AI for finance and AI creativity and arts. At all levels,  

students receive personalized coaching and work on their own projects, which  

they showcase at the end of each block. Classes are weekly and held mainly 

in English. Additional LTS events and workshops are an integral part of the  

learning experience and allow participants to demonstrate their creations  

in front of industry leaders and the community.

LTS’s courses are based in Speed Project Management, a learning method  

developed by LTS founder Dr. Sergio Coronado that focuses on creating and 

maintaining a continuous dynamic learning environment. Everything is based  

on team work around creative and innovative ideas. Students are encouraged  

to collaborate and have coaches steering their efforts. Each week, they are given 

assignments specific to their project. Rather than tests or exams, these are  

clear goals and challenges that create measurable progress and keep  

students motivated.

[Enrollment]

[Name]

Web: techschool.lu LinkedIn: company/luxembourg-tech-school Facebook: LuxTechSchool

Instagram: luxtechschool Twitter: @LuxTechSchool

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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Be a team player.
At Sacred Heart University, each participant  
is critical to the success of their course. Participants 
benefit from sharing experiences and expertise with 
others, and we want candidates who will embrace this 
collective ethos.

Have work experience or demonstrate passion.
Work experience is valued, but more doesn’t 
necessarily mean better. We’ve had past candidates 
with only two years of experience demonstrate 
genuine passion and succeed.

Be an active learner.
We don’t want participants to turn up to class, listen 
and leave. We advocate learning one day and applying 
the lessons the next day in real-world situations.  
A degree is only a piece of paper if you don’t apply 
what you’ve learned. 

Be motivated.
We look for individuals who are motivated to progress 
in their chosen direction, whatever that might be.  
We don’t judge candidates on what they want to 
become, only on their drive to achieve their goal.

-

-

-

-
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Sacred Heart University

Total enrollment: 102 (2021)

shu.lu/admission

“We’re a provider of higher education that prides itself on helping 
ambitious individuals develop themselves through personal, 
tailored teaching. Our mission centers around our accredited 
MBA programs, in which a genuine match between course and 
participant is the foundation.”

Sacred Heart University

[Apply to]

Despite its economic and political importance, Luxembourg didn’t have a university 

until the 1990s. Among the first pioneers was Sacred Heart University – a European 

branch of Sacred Heart University in Fairfield, Connecticut, USA. In 1991, then-

director of the Chamber of Commerce Henri Ahlborn invited Sacred Heart University 

to come to Luxembourg after seeing talent leave the country due to the lack  

of educational infrastructure. In inviting Sacred Heart University to Luxembourg,  

he created the conditions for local talent to remain and for international talent to join 

Luxembourg’s thriving business culture.  

Diversity of talent has been fundamental to Sacred Heart University from  

the start, with the university seeing participants with varied experience and cultural 

backgrounds as a reflection of today’s globalized world and as crucial to the learning 

of others. For the university, a diverse class of driven individuals is invaluable. 

Combined with small class sizes, the ability to tailor courses through elective classes 

and teaching taking place in the evenings to cater to working professionals, Sacred 

Heart University offers intimate, attentive MBA programs. If such an approach seems 

uncommon, Sacred Heart University proves that uncommon works. The business 

school is part of fewer than 5 percent of business schools worldwide that are AACSB 

accredited, the premier global-standard mark for business education.

In 2012, Sacred Heart University introduced its MBA with internship program.  

The aim was to broaden its international reach and offer a program that enriched  

its renowned MBA with paid real-world experience specific to the goals of each 

participant. Additionally, the program integrates individual career mentoring, together 

forming a robust program that results in close to 95 percent of participants securing  

a full-time position before or upon graduation. Fees for the MBA with internship are 

€39,000 for both national and international students. The part-time MBA is €29,000 

and certificate programs are €4,900.

[Enrollment]

[Name]

Web: shu.lu LinkedIn: school/jack-welch-college-of-business-sacred-heart-university-luxembourg

Facebook: mba.lux Instagram: shu.lux

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]



University of Luxembourg
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Be culturally open-minded.
Students should be eager to engage with an inspiring 
environment of cultural and linguistic diversity 
because studying at the University of Luxembourg  
is a distinctly international and multilingual experience.
 
Show passion.
Students should enjoy studying their subject and their 
interest should continue outside of the classroom.
 
Think and work independently.
We expect students to engage with their studies, think 
and work independently and develop original opinions 
and perspectives.
 
Show commitment.
We appreciate students who exhibit a commitment 
to academics as well as extracurricular activities. 
A commitment to education shows dedication to 
building a career path.
 
Be a team player.
We look for students who work well in groups and who 
contribute to their community. This includes being  
a constructive member of class as well as participating 
in sports and social and cultural activities.

-

-

-

-

-
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University of Luxembourg

Total enrollment: 6,783 (2021)

uni.lu/students/application_for_admission

“The only public university of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg, 
we are a multilingual, international and research-oriented institution 
with a personal atmosphere.”

University of Luxembourg

[Apply to]

Ranked among the top 250 universities worldwide by Times Higher Education  

and ranked third for its international outlook, the University of Luxembourg  

provides high-quality multilingual and interdisciplinary teaching. Founded in 2003,  

the university is open and modern in its approach, actively promoting mobility. 

Bachelor’s students have to spend one semester abroad and the university has more 

than 350 exchange agreements and research cooperations with other universities.  

It has over six thousand students from 130 countries taking classes at three 

campuses: Belval, Kirchberg and Limpertsberg. The university offers seventeen 

bachelor’s programs, forty-six master’s, fifteen vocational training opportunities  

and has four doctoral schools covering a variety of disciplines.

The Master in Entrepreneurship and Innovation was created in partnership with  

the Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce. The two-year program, hosted at the 

Limpertsberg Campus, provides students with the knowledge and skills needed 

to generate entrepreneurial ideas and solutions by balancing theory and practical 

know-how and drawing on ideas from a variety of fields. Graduates often go on  

to employment in innovation management, found their own startups or work  

in the public sector.

The University of Luxembourg is also home to the Luxembourg Centre for Logistics 

and Supply Chain Management, founded jointly by the government of the Grand 

Duchy of Luxembourg and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to 

support the country’s aim of increasing Luxembourg’s importance as a European 

logistics hub. The Masters in Logistics and Supply Chain Management includes  

a three-week program at MIT, for which students receive a certificate. From 

September 2021, students can choose the Digital Procurement track, which will  

train them in the use of new technologies and computer science in procurement.

[Enrollment]

[Name]

Web: uni.lu LinkedIn: school/university-of-luxembourg Facebook: uni.lu 

Instagram: uni.lu Twitter: @uni_lu

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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Expon Capital

188

investors

Use your network to get our attention. 
You are considerably increasing your chances if you 
come to us through someone who can recommend 
you, what is called a warm intro in our industry. Use 
LinkedIn to find a connection or find us at an event.

Be prepared. 
Read our website in detail, particularly our manifesto 
and the types of companies we invest in. We are going 
to partner with you for a long time and our philosophy 
might not suit you, or your company might not fit our 
investment thesis. 

Be clear which fund you’re applying to. 
Our two funds have different strategies so be sure 
you’re focusing on the right one.

Send a strong proposal. 
Make sure you send a full investment deck  
and financial projections, in English.

-

-

-

-
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Expon Capital

Digital technology, social and environmental impact

exponcapital.com/contact

“We invest in digital startups with the potential to scale to global 
businesses from two separate portfolios. Our international fund uses 
the UN Sustainable Development Goals at more mature stages and 
our Luxembourg fund identifies early-stage companies in the local 
startup ecosystem.”

Expon Capital

[Apply to]

The four founding partners of Expon Capital had invested together over the years  

and in 2016 set out to prove that there does not have to be a trade-off between 

impact and financial returns. Expon works to deliver above-standard VC returns and 

has over €90 million assets under management. The firm supports entrepreneurs  

at all stages and associate Owen Reynolds says that it looks for tenacity, experience, 

pure drive and good judgment in entrepreneurs and revenue generation, product–

market fit and potential for deep global expansion in companies. 

Expon’s global fund uses the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals  

as a framework for investing. “We use the most granular level of the UN SDGs,  

the targets and indicators, to develop KPIs,” says Owen. “We apply this framework  

in our investments across different verticals, stages and geographies.” Notable 

companies in its portfolio are Barcelona-based food delivery app Glovo, Amsterdam-

based e-scooter company Dott and satellite data company Spire Global, which  

has headquarters in San Francisco and Luxembourg. 

Expon Capital’s second fund, the €20 million Digital Tech Fund, is backed by  

the Ministries of Finance and Economy as well as several large Luxembourg-based 

supporters. It is designed to back Luxembourg-based startups and up-and-coming 

entrepreneurs over the long term. Its portfolio currently includes companies in 

cybersecurity, marketplaces and industrial deep tech, but it is open to many digital 

technology verticals. Open-source password management company Passbolt and 

SaaS-for-salons platform Salonkee are among its investments. Both came out of  

the Fit 4 Start program organized by Luxinnovation, which has been a great feeder  

for the Digital Tech Fund, and Expon Capital is on the program’s judging panel.

[Sector]

[Name]

Web: exponcapital.com LinkedIn: company/exponcapital Facebook: exponcapital

Instagram: exponcapital Twitter: @exponcapital

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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Understand your customer.
Show that you understand who your customers  
are and what their needs are, and how your product 
or service creates value for them. 

Show early traction.
Show that you have product–market fit, that you have 
customers using your value proposition and, preferably, 
that they are paying for it.

Build a complementary team.
Find team members who have expertise you don’t have 
yourself and potentially who you’ve worked with before. 
Knowing each other on a personal level often helps.

Find an introduction.
You’ll increase your chances of securing a meeting with 
us if you have one of our connections introduce you.

Tell a resonant, relevant story. 
Structure your pitch as a conversation. Be crisp,  
concise and focus on key points. Share where you are  
in your fundraising process and what you need beyond  
a financial boost.

-

-

-

-

-

Luxembourg Business 
Angel Network
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Luxembourg Business Angel Network

Sector-agnostic

lban.lu/startups 

“We provide training and tools for business angels to become  
better investors and to support early-stage ventures in building  
and growing their operations. We listen to and act upon the needs 
of the early-stage investor community.”

Luxembourg Business 
Angel Network

[Apply to]

Established in 2011, Luxembourg Business Angel Network (LBAN) is an angel 

investor network and community of over eighty investors who share investment  

and networking opportunities and advice. Not a traditional VC or fund, LBAN helps 

angel investors match with the right startups, manage their deal flows and learn  

best practices for investing. LBAN brings business angels together for training and 

collaboration opportunities, and anyone genuinely interested in angel investing can 

join the network. The community is composed of high-net-worth individuals, business 

leaders and professional investors. 

LBAN members typically invest in seed-stage startups and look for companies with 

market traction that need a capital boost. Ticket sizes tend to be around €50,000.  

In general, LBAN’s angels syndicate rounds, and up to ten angels will work together  

to complete a startup’s investment round. Members invest more than €6 million per 

year in companies based in Luxembourg and abroad. Startups in Luxembourg that 

have products and services ready for early-stage investment can apply to LBAN 

year-round. “More people are seeing that Luxembourg is a great place to grow and 

scale your business,” says Stephan Peters, president of LBAN’s board. “We want LBAN 

to be your first stop for early-stage capital.” Once startups submit their applications, 

their materials are made available to all LBAN members to review and decide 

whether they’d like to invite the startup to pitch to the community. 

“Our members understand that investing in startups creates jobs, fosters innovation, 

and strengthens Luxembourg as a leading knowledge economy,” says Stephan.  

“We want to unlock the potential of business-angel investments and boost the 

ecosystem.” Stephan joined the network in 2013 and joined the board in 2017. Nearly 

everyone who runs LBAN is a volunteer, save for manager Téona Khubutia, who took 

the official reins in late 2020. “It’s for business angels, by business angels,” says Stephan. 

[Sector]

[Name]

Web: lban.lu LinkedIn: company/lban-luxembourg-business-angel-network 

Facebook: LuxembourgBusinessAngelNetwork Twitter: @lban_lux

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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investors

Plan to be based in Luxembourg.
We typically look at companies that will generate  
a positive impact on Luxembourg while supporting  
the diversification of its economy.

Have a senior management team that is committed 
to Luxembourg. 
They should actively contribute to the local  
innovation ecosystem. 

Be committed to hiring highly skilled people.
This is part of our spillover criteria, aimed at  
bringing key skills and employment into the 
Luxembourg economy. 

Demonstrate that you are generating profits.
While we are a policy-driven strategic investor,  
our investments must be financially viable. 

-

-

-

-
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Luxembourg Future Fund

Technology

eif.org/EIF_for/venture_capital_equity_funds

“We’re a public fund that aims to support VCs and SMEs  
in developing Luxembourg’s economy in line with key strategic  
policy areas.”

Luxembourg Future Fund

[Apply to]

Advised by the European Investment Fund, Luxembourg Future Fund is a €150 million 

fund that aims to bolster the sustainable development of the Luxembourg economy. 

Founded in 2014, it invests directly in venture capital funds that target early- and 

late-stage technology companies, and co-invests in tech SMEs that are planning 

to relocate or expand significantly within Luxembourg, all with the explicit goal of 

generating positive spillover effects for the country.

Luxembourg Future Fund is sector-agnostic but potential investments are assessed 

not only on their financial returns, but on their potential to support the diversification 

of Luxembourg’s economy in key areas such as cybersecurity, fintech and space 

technology. “It took quite some time before the first investment, because the fund  

is policy-driven combined with the goal of generating financial returns,” says David 

Dana, head of VC investments at the European Investment Fund. “The fund ensures 

that investments don’t just make financial sense, but also make sense from a policy 

perspective for Luxembourg. Over time we identified more and more specialized 

sectors that Luxembourg had a key role to play in and focused on these.”

For an SME seeking investment, it’s critical to show a commitment to expanding into 

Luxembourg. “It has to be a company that has serious plans to relocate in whole  

or in part to Luxembourg,” David explains. “We do not want companies that just have  

an empty shell here or a physical address with one or two administrative employees. 

They have to commit to hiring highly skilled people locally where commercial growth 

permits.” Luxembourg Future Fund’s current portfolio of investments includes 

Middlegame Ventures, Cyberhedge Europe, LendInvest and Spire Global.

[Sector]

[Name]

Web: eif.org/EIF_for/venture_capital_equity_funds/index.htm 

LinkedIn: company/european-investment-fund Twitter: EIF_EU

[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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investors

Tell a great story.
We are looking for captivating stories. As a founder, 
you are always pitching your startup, so you should  
be able to tell an engaging story.
 
Share a big vision that solves a real challenge.
Ask yourself whether you are solving a serious 
problem that has a material impact on billions of 
people. We are looking for game-changing ideas 
enabled by technology.
 
Show the drive to go the extra mile.
We want to see passionate people. 
 
Create an appealing product.
We are obsessed with products. Show us a great 
product or a mock-up and share your thinking behind 
it. Do you already have users who love it? Let us know.

Present a team that can execute. 
Convince us that you can assemble an A+ team.  
You can have the greatest passion in the world but 
you need a strong team to make it happen.

-

-

-

-

-
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Mangrove Capital Partners

Technology

deals@mangrove.vc

“We are a bold long-term focused investment firm with a mission to 
identify and provide seed-stage to Series A investment in early tech 
companies that have products with potential global scale and the 
ambition to build large businesses.”

Mangrove Capital Partners

[Apply to]

Founded in 2000, Mangrove Capital Partners is the brainchild of three Luxembourg-

based founders who realized technology was here to stay and would evolve rapidly 

over the next ten years and beyond. They saw an opportunity in the venture capital 

landscape for early-stage investments in tech startups. “The mission behind the 

business was to become one of the leading early-stage venture capital firms  

in Europe,” says managing partner and cofounder Hans-Juergen Schmitz.

To date, Mangrove Capital Partners has invested in four unicorns. Its most well-known 

investment is Skype, which crossed the firm’s path in 2003, laying the foundation  

for Mangrove’s future funds and its credibility as an investor. This was followed  

by another seed-stage investment in 2008 in website building startup Wix, a later 

investment in enterprise software company Walk Me and investment in digital  

primary healthcare platform K Health. 

In addition to its headquarters in Luxembourg, Mangrove Capital Partners also  

has offices in Berlin, Barcelona and Tel Aviv and its investments are made regardless  

of geographical location. “We have never had any geographic focus,” Hans-Juergen 

says. “Good ideas are everywhere, but we allocate our funds approximately 50/50 

between Europe and Israel.” Criteria for investment include the startup team 

demonstrating tenacity, ambition and vision. Founders and teams must present their 

ability to scale up to a global business and have evidence that their products have  

a real impact. Beyond this, Mangrove Capital Partners looks at the startup’s ability  

to tell a story and get the world excited about its mission. 

[Sector]

[Name]

Web: mangrove.vc LinkedIn: company/mangrove-capital-partners Twitter: @mangrovevc[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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investors

Be at the late-seed to Series B stage of funding.
Your startup must have received seed funding before 
we can partner and invest in you.

Have a long-term growth strategy.
We want to invest in companies that will be our  
long-term partners and help us pursue our goal  
of overhauling the financial-services industry.

Develop enabling technologies.
We believe data-driven technologies hold the key  
to the future of the financial-services industry. 

Be based in Europe.
We work with startups across the continent  
and the UK.

-

-

-

-
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Middlegame Ventures

Financial services, fintech

pitch@middlegamevc.com

“We’re a venture capital firm focused exclusively on early-stage 
fintech and financial-services startups. We want to build long-term 
relationships with the goal of transforming the sector.”

Middlegame Ventures

[Apply to]

Cofounded by investors Pascal Bouvier and Michael Meyer and Wall Street and 

US Treasury veteran Patrick Pinschmidt, Middlegame Ventures (MGV) is a venture 

capital fund that aims to completely reinvent the financial-services sector. “Our quest 

is to back the best entrepreneurs and teams to help with building the industry

 of tomorrow,” says Pascal. In pursuit of this goal, MGV supports startups using 

technologies such as AI, machine learning, blockchain, cryptography, big data 

and cloud computing. The fund’s five key investment themes are technology and 

innovation in banking, asset management, insurance, payments and capital markets.

MGV maintains a slow and systemic approach with an aim of creating strong and 

lasting relationships. “Our style is not transactional at all,” says Pascal. “We focus on 

building a long-term relationship. With my last fifteen or sixteen investments, I met 

the team or the CEO an average of eighteen months prior to making an investment.” 

Portfolio companies include capital-market-automation firm Nivaura, blockchain 

and AML-analytics startup Coinfirm and subscription-management service Minna 

Technologies. MGV also has a strategic partnership with the Luxembourg House  

of Financial Technology. In the last decade, MGV’s partners have invested more than 

€248 million overall. 

“When I first started investing in financial-technology businesses, I became convinced 

that this was the start of a thirty-year journey to completely overhaul the financial-

services industry,” Pascal says. “It is really the start of a family of funds. Over time 

we want to build this up as a global brand.”

[Sector]

[Name]

Web: middlegamevc.com LinkedIn: company/middlegame-ventures Twitter: @middlegamevc[Links]

[Elevator Pitch]

[Description]
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Startups
ANote Music
9, Avenue des  
Hauts-Fourneaux
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
anotemusic.com

Databourg Systems 
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
databourg.systems

EmailTree
59, Boulevard Royal 
L-2449 Luxembourg
emailtree.ai

F4A 
21, Avenue Monterey 
L-2163 Luxembourg
f4a.com

Finologee
7, Rue Jean Fischbach
L-3372 Leudelange
finologee.com

HighSide
9, Avenue des  
Hauts-Fourneaux
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
Highside.io

LUXHUB
153–155D, Rue du Kiem
L-8030 Strassen
luxhub.com 

Molecular Plasma Group
Technoport Hall 4B
Rue du Commerce
L-3895 Foetz
molecularplasmagroup.com 

MyMedBot
18, Beim Fussebur
L-5364 Schrassig
mymedbot.com 

ODYSSEUS 
9, Avenue des Hauts-Forneaux 
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
odysseus.space

Programs
Fit 4 Start
Luxinnovation 
5, Avenue des  
Hauts-Fourneaux 
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
startupluxembourg.com/
fit-4-start

House of Startups
9, Rue de Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
host.lu

Le Village by CA Luxembourg
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
luxembourg.levillagebyca.com 

Luxembourg-City Incubator
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg 
cityincubator.lu  

Luxembourg House of  
Financial Technology
9, Rue du Laboratoire 
L- 1911 Luxembourg 
lhoft.com 

nyuko
14, Rue Erasme 
L-1468 Luxembourg
nyuko.lu

Paul Wurth InCub
5, Rue de l’Industrie
L-1811 Luxembourg
indu.tech 

Technoport
9, Avenue des  
Hauts-Fourneaux 
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
technoport.lu 

Tomorrow Street  
Innovation Centre
4th Floor
15, Rue Edward Steichen
L-2540 Luxembourg
tomorrowstreet.co

WIDE 
1, Rue d’Amsterdam 
L-1126 Luxembourg
wide.lu

Spaces
1535° Creative Hub
115, Rue Émile Mark
L-4620 Differdange
1535.lu  

House of BioHealth
27–29, Rue Henri Koch
L-4354 Esch-sur-Alzette
hobh.lu

Neobuild
439 ZAE Wolser F
L-3290 Bettembourg
neobuild.lu

The Office CITY
29, Boulevard Prince Henri
L-1724 Luxembourg
theoffice.lu

Silversquare Liberté
21, Rue Glesener
L-1631 Luxembourg
silversquare.lu

Experts
House of Entrepreneurship
14, Rue Erasme
L-1468 Luxembourg-Kirchberg
houseofentrepreneurship.lu

House of Startups  
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
host.lu

House of Training 
7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-1615 Luxembourg
houseoftraining.lu

directory The following selection is a brief choice of organizations, 
companies and contacts available in Luxembourg
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Luxinnovation
5, Avenue des  
Hauts-Fourneaux
L-4362 Esch-sur-Alzette
luxinnovation.lu

Ministry of the Economy
Coordination ICT
19-21 Boulevard Royal
L-2449 Luxembourg
meco.gouvernement.lu

Founders
CoCoWorld 
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg 
thecocoworld.com 

Klin
3A, Rue du Commerce
L-3895 Foetz 
klin.lu

Leko Labs
Technoport-Bâtiment 1 
Rue de l’Industrie
L-3895 Foetz
lekolabs.com 

Salonkee
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
salonkee.lu

Talkwalker
12-16, Avenue Monterey 
L-2163 Luxembourg
talkwalker.com

Schools
House of Training
7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-1615 Luxembourg
houseoftraining.lu 

ISEC
7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-1615 Luxembourg
isec.lu 

Luxembourg Tech School
techschool.lu

Sacred Heart University
c/o Chamber of Commerce 
1st Floor, Building B
7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-2981 Luxembourg
shu.lu

University of Luxembourg 
2, Avenue de l’Université
L-4365 Esch-sur-Alzette
uni.lu

Investors
Expon Capital
203 Route d’Arlon
L-1150 Luxembourg
exponcapital.com

Luxembourg Business  
Angel Network
14, Rue Erasme
L-1468 Luxembourg
lban.lu

Luxembourg Future Fund
European Investment Fund
37B, Avenue J.F. Kennedy
L-2968 Luxembourg
eif.org

Mangrove Capital Partners
31, Blvd. Joseph II
L-1840 Luxembourg
mangrove.vc

Middlegame Ventures
9, Rue du Laboratoire
L-1911 Luxembourg
middlegamevc.com

 

atHome.lu
athome.lu

Chambre Immobilière du 
Grand-Duché de Luxembourg
cigdl.lu/membres 

ImmoStar
immostar.lu

Immotop.lu
immotop.lu

LuxBazar
luxbazar.lu

Vivi
vivi.lu

Wortimmo.lu
wortimmo.lu

Banks
More information: 

The Luxembourg  
Bankers’ Association
abbl.lu/directors

Financial  
Services
More information:

Ordre des 
Experts-Comptables
7, Rue Alcide de Gasperi
L-1615 Luxembourg 
oec.lu

Some of the websites in the Directory require the ‘www’ prefix.

Accommodation
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Groups and 
Meetups 
American Women’s Club  
of Luxembourg
awclux.com

Angloinfo
angloinfo.com/luxembourg

British Luxembourg Society
b-l-s.lu

Café des Langues
facebook.com/ 
CafeDesLangues

Expatica
expatica.com/lu

Luxembourg Expats
luxembourgexpats.lu

InterNations Community 
internations.org/ 
luxembourg-expats 

Just Landed
justlanded.com/english/ 
luxembourg

Important
Government 
Offices
Bierger-Center
44, Place Guillaume II
2, Rue Notre-Dame
L-2090 Luxembourg
vdl.lu/en/the-city/city 
-departments-at-your 
-service/bierger-center

City of Luxembourg
Hôtel de Ville
L-2090 Luxembourg
vdl.lu

Communal Administrations
42, Place Guillaume II
2, État-Civil
L-2090 Luxembourg

Government of Luxembourg
33, Boulevard Roosevelt
L-2450 Luxembourg
gouvernement.lu

Grand Duchy of Luxembourg
luxembourg.public.lu

Guichet.lu
11, Rue Notre-Dame
L-2240 Luxembourg
guichet.public.lu

Ministry of Foreign  
and European Affairs
Immigration Directorate –  
Department for Foreigners
26, Route d’Arlon
L-1140 Luxembourg
guichet.public.lu/en/ 
organismes/organismes 
_entreprises/ministere 
-affaires-etrangeres

Ministry of Justice 
13, Rue Erasme
L-1468 Luxembourg
mj.public.lu

Insurance 
Companies
More information: 

Luxembourg Insurance  
and Reinsurance Association 
12, Rue Erasme 
1468 Luxembourg
aca.lu/en/aca/our-membres

Language 
Schools
More information:

Lifelong Learning
lifelong-learning.lu

Relocation 
Agencies 
European Relocation  
Services
87, Rue de Luxembourg
L-8077 Bertrange
europeanrelocationservices.lu

LuxRelo
Silversquare 
21, Rue Glesener
L-1631 Luxembourg
luxrelo.lu

Management Mobility  
Consulting
31, Rue d’Oradour
L-2266 Luxembourg
relocation-luxembourg.com

AB-LUX Relocation  
Services Luxembourg
17, Rue Saint Ulric
L-2651 Luxembourg
ab-lux.com

Santa Fe Relocation Services
3, Rue Luxite
L-1899 Kockelscheur
santaferelo.com

Team Relocations
32, Rue Jos Kieffer
L-4176 Esch-sur-Alzette 
teamrelocations.com
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Startup 
Events
Arch Summit
archsummit.lu

Entrepreneurs’ Days
entrepreneursdays.lu

Game of Code
gameofcode.eu

LHoFT
lhoft.com/events
 
 

ICT Spring
ictspring.com

PaperJam Club / PaperJam 
Startup Stories
paperjam.lu/en/club

Pitch Your Startup
pitchyourstartup.eu

Silicon Luxembourg  
Business Club
siliconluxembourg.lu/ 
business-club 

Startup Grind Luxembourg
startupgrind.com/luxembourg
 
Startup Weekend  
Luxembourg
techstars.com/communities/
startup-weekend 

Startup World Cup –  
Luxembourg Regional Finale
startupworldcup.io/ 
luxembourg-regional 
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glossary

A 
accelerator —  
an organization or program  
that offers advice and 
resources to help small 
businesses grow
  
AI (artificial intelligence) 
— the simulation of human 
intelligence by computer 
systems; machines that 
are able to perform tasks 
normally carried out by 
humans
   
angel investment — 
outside funding with shared 
ownership equity typically 
made possible by an affluent 
individual who provides a 
startup with starting capital 

[ see also: business angel ]

  
AML (anti-money 
laundering) — policies, 
procedures and 
technologies that  
prevent money 
laundering
 
API (application 
programming interface) —
an interface or 
communication protocol 
between a client and  
a server that simplifies 
the building of client-side 
software

B 
B2B  
(business-to-business) —
the exchange of services, 
information and/or  
products from a business  
to a business

blockchain — a digital, 
publicly accessible 
collection of accounts  
in which transactions are 
recorded, often used to 
record financial transactions 
made in cryptocurrency

bootstrapping—to self-
fund, without outside 
investment

business angel —  
an experienced 
entrepreneur or professional 
who provides starting capital 
for promising startups

[ see also: angel investment ]

C 
CEO (chief executive 
officer) — the highest-
ranking person in a 
company, responsible 
for taking on managerial 
decisions 

circular economy —  
an economic system  
aimed at eliminating waste 
by sharing, leasing, reusing, 
repairing, refurbishing and 
recycling existing materials 
and products for as long  
as possible 

COO
(chief operating officer) —
a high-level executive 
running the operations  
of a company
   
coworking space —  
a shared working 
environment

E  
early-stage — the stage in 
which financing is provided 
by a venture capital firm to 
a company after the seed 
round; a company stage in 
which a product or service  
is still in development but 
not on the market yet

elevator pitch — a short 
description of an idea, 
product or company that 
explains the concept 

 
exit — a way to transition 
the ownership of a company 
to another company

F 
fintech — financial 
technology; a technology 
or innovation that aims to 
compete with traditional 
financial methods in the 
delivery of financial services

flex desk — a shared desk 
available for temporary use 
in a coworking space

I  
incubator — a facility 
established to nurture young 
startup firms during their 
first few months or years  
of development 

glossary
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National Library of Luxembourg
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K
KPI (key performance 
indicator) — value that 
 is measurable and 
demonstrates how 
effectively a company  
is achieving its key  
business objectives

KYC (know your customer 
or know your client) —
guidelines used in financial 
services that require that 
professionals make an 
effort to verify the identity, 
suitability and risks involved 
with maintaining a business 
relationship
 

L  
later-stage — the stage 
in which companies have 
typically demonstrated 
viability as a going concern 
and have a product with  
a strong market presence 
 
lean — lean startup 
methodology; the method 
proposed by Eric Ries in 
his book on developing 
businesses and startups 
through product-
development cycles 
  

N 
NewSpace — the emerging 
commercial space industry, 
which is focused on 
removing barriers in access 
to space and making the 
process more affordable

P 
pitch —an opportunity to 
introduce a business idea 
in a limited amount of time 
to potential investors, often 
using a presentation

pitch deck — a shorter 
version of a business plan 
that presents key figures 
generally to investors 

pivot — the process when 
a company quickly changes 
direction after previously 
targeting a different market 
segment 
 
product–market fit —  
a product that has created 
significant customer value 
and its best target industries 
have been identified 
   
PSD2 (the revised payment 
services directive (EU) 
2015/2366) — an EU 
directive to regulate 
payment services and 
payment service providers 
throughout the European 
Union and European 
Economic Area

R  
regtech — technology 
that enhances or optimizes 
companies’ compliance with 
regulations

S 
SaaS (software as a 
service) — a software 
distribution model in which 
a third-party provider hosts 
applications and makes 
them available to customers

scaleup — a company that 
has already validated its 
product in a market and is 
economically sustainable 

SDGs (Sustainable 
Development Goals) —   
a United Nations agenda 
that covers seventeen global 
goals that can be achieved 
by reaching 169 defined 
targets 

[ see also:  UN Goals for 
Sustainable Development and 

sustainable development ]

seed funding — the first 
round of venture capital 
funding (typically called the 
seed round); a small, early-
stage investment from family 
members, friends, banks or 
an investor, also known as  
a seed investor 

Series A/B/C/D/E — the 
subsequent funding rounds 
that come after the seed 
stage and aim to raise 
further capital (up to $1 
million) when the company 
demonstrates various 
increase factors 
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social entrepreneur —  
a person who establishes  
an enterprise with the aim of 
solving social problems and/
or effecting social change 

startup — companies 
under three years old that 
are in the growth stage 
and starting to become 
profitable (if not already) 

sustainable development 
— defined by the UN World 
Commission on Environment 
and Development as 
an organizing principle 
that “meets the needs 
of the present without 
compromising the ability  
of future generations to 
meet their own needs.”

U 
UN Goals for Sustainable 
Development 
(SDG) — seventeen 
intergovernmental 
development goals 
established by all 193 
members of the United 
Nations in 2015 for the  
year 2030. The SDGs’  
non-binding targets  
provide a framework 
for organizations and 
businesses to think about 
and begin addressing  
the world’s most important 
challenges 

[ see also: SDGs and sustainable 
development ]

USP (unique selling  
point) — a factor that 
differentiates a product  
from its competitors
  
UX (user experience 
design) — the process  
of designing and improving 
user satisfaction with 
products so that they are 
useful, easy to use and 
pleasurable to interact with

V 
VC  (venture capital) —  
a form of financing that 
comes from a pool of 
investors in a venture capital 
firm in return for equity 
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About the Guide

How we make the books: 

To ensure an accurate and trustworthy guide every time, we team up with local partners 

that are established in their respective startup scene. We then ask the local community  

to nominate startups, coworking spaces, founders, schools, investors, incubators and 

established businesses to be featured through an online submission form. Based on the 

results, these submissions are narrowed down to the top one hundred organizations and 

individuals. Next, the local advisory board – which is selected by our community partners 

and consists of key players in the local startup community – votes for the final selection, 

ensuring a balanced representation of industries and startup stories in each book.  

The local community partners then work in close collaboration with our international 

editorial and design team to help research, organize interviews with journalists and plan 

photoshoots. Finally, all content is reviewed and edited and the book is designed and 

created by the Startup Guide team before going to print in Berlin.

Based on traditional guidebooks and stocked with information you 

might need to know about starting your next business adventure, 

Startup Guide books help you navigate and connect with different 

startup scenes across the globe. Each book is packed with exciting 

stories of entrepreneurship, insightful interviews with local experts and 

useful tips and tricks. To date, Startup Guide has featured over forty 

cities and regions in Europe, Asia, the US, Africa and the Middle East, 

including Berlin, London, Singapore, New York, Cape Town and Tel Aviv. 

Where to find us: 

The easiest way to get your hands on a Startup Guide book is to order it from our online 

shop: startupguide.com/shop. You can also visit us at our Lisbon and Copenhagen offices:

Want to become a stockist or suggest a store? 

Get in touch here: sales@gestalten.com

Rua Saraiva de Carvalho 1C

1250 – 240 Lisbon, Portugal

lisbon@startupguide.com

Borgbjergsvej 1

2450 Copenhagen, Denmark

copenhagen@startupguide.com

how we make the books
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#startupeverywhere

Send us an email at info@startupguide.com

Want to learn more,  

become a partner or just say hello?

The Startup Guide Website
In the five years since the first Startup Guide book was published, our network has  

grown and the possibilities to reach new audiences have expanded. One of the reasons  

we decided to start producing content through a digital platform was to be able to take  

a deeper look at the cities, regions and ecosystems where our books take place. We want  

to make it more accessible for new entrepreneurs to understand the process of getting  

a startup off the ground through the stories of those who were once in their shoes. Through 

educational content and an inspirational community, our website looks into every stage  

of a startup’s journey, all while maintaining the core purpose of why we do what we do:  

to guide, empower and inspire people beginning their entrepreneurial path. 

For more details, visit our website at startupguide.com. 

Startup Guide was founded by Sissel Hansen in 2014. As a publishing and media company, 

we produce guidebooks and online content to help entrepreneurs navigate and connect 

with different startup scenes across the globe. As the world of work changes, our mission 

stays the same: to guide, empower and inspire people to start their own business anywhere. 

To get your hands on one of our books, feel free to visit us at our offices in Lisbon and 

Copenhagen. 

Join us and #startupeverywhere 

Follow us: @StartupGuideHQ

#startupeverywhere
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Filled with case studies, expert advice, insights, 

interviews, local tips and useful addresses, 

Startup Guide Luxembourg is essential  

reading for anyone interested in starting up  

a business, whether they’re new to the country,  

new to the startup scene or a seasoned  

businessperson starting again.

With a high quality of life and diverse population, 

Luxembourg has a lot to offer. Open to both 

newcomers and new ideas, its small size enables 

the government to offer targeted, tailored 

support, and the closely knit ecosystem  

provides ample encouragement.
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9 783947 624362
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Startup Guide books are made to inspire and guide anyone interested in starting 
up in a particular city or region around the world. Established business owners 
are all too familiar with the struggles and victories of starting up, and their 
shared experiences can help other entrepreneurs to develop and grow their  
own businesses.

Every Startup Has a Story


